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Thisarticle givesan overview of different approachesto provide security features to routing proto-
cols in mobilead hoc networks (MANET). It also looksto SecureAODV (anextensionto AODV that
provides security features) giving asummary of itsoperation andtalking about future enhancements
to the protocol.

I. Introduction

Mobile ad hoc networks(MANET) protocolsarebeing de-
signed without having security in mind. In most of their
specificationsit isassumed that all thenodesin thenetwork
are friendly. The security issue has been postponed and
there used to be the common feeling that it would be pos-
sible to make those routing protocols secure by retrofitting
pre-existingcryptosystems.

Nevertheless, securing network transmissions without
securing the routing protocols is not sufficient. Moreover,
by retrofitting cryptosystems (like IPSec[KA98]) security
isnot necessarily achieved.

Therefore, in manet networkswith security needs, there
must betwo security systems: oneto protect thedatatrans-
missionand oneto maketherouting protocol secure. There
are already well studied point to point security systemsthat
can beused for protecting network transmissions. But there
is no much work about how make manet routing protocols
discover routes in asecuremanner [ZH99, JC99].

II. Symmetric vs. Asymmetric Cryp-
tography

If in aMANET network all routingmessagesare encrypted
with a symmetric cryptosystem, it means that everybody
that we want to be able to participate in the network has to
know the key. That isnot a big problem if we are a “team”
of persons that meet to let every member of the team to
know the “team-key” andthen wegoto play on theground
creating a MANET network. A member of the team trust
theother membersof theteam, so they assumethat amem-
ber of theteam will not doanything nasty to theother mem-
bers. They trust andauthorizetheother membersto change
their routing tables.

Maybe this is the best thing to dofor milit ary scenarios
(besides the problem of the compromised nodes and some
others).

But now, let’s thing that we want to create aMANET
network where everybodycan participate. Maybein a con-
vention, in a meeting room, in a campus, or in our neigh-
borhood. Then we have a problem, we do not trust the
others. We are not a team. So what do we do now? How
do we force everybodyto be honest? Maybe what we can

do is to only believe arouting information if the originator
of such information is the destination of the route (in such
a way that if you lie (since you can only lie about your-
self) the only benefit you get is that people is not able to
communicatewith you.

With this scenario in mind, the best option would be to
use an asymmetric cryptosystem (with public an private
key pairs) so that theoriginator of theroutemessages signs
themessage. It would not beneeded to encrypt the routing
messages because they are not secret. The only require-
ment is that the nodeswill be able to detect forged routing
messages.

III. Misbehaving Detection Schemes

Somework hasbeen doneto secure ad hoc networksby us-
ingmisbehavior detectionschemes(e.g., [MGLB00]). This
kind of approach has two main problems:� It is quite likely that it will be not feasible to detect

several kind of misbehaving (specially because it is
very hard to distinguish misbehaving from transmis-
sion failuresand other kind of failures).� It hasno real means to guaranteethe integrity andau-
thentication of the routingmessages.

Therefore, it is quite obvious that this approach is just
not feasible. Any maliciousnode can generate forged mis-
behavingreports, making believe everybodythat therest of
thenodesare even more evil that itself.

IV. Obscurity and Tamper Resistant
Devices

Since there has not been, so far, a clear way to secure ad
hoc networks, some people have decided to dust off the
tamper resistant approaches. We will j ust refer to [AK96,
AK97, BS97] where it is discussed why “ trusting tamper
resistanceisproblematic”.

Obscurity is not the way to obtain security. There is not
such a thing as a tampering resistant device. Therefore,
trying to combine symmetric cryptography solutions with
tamper resistant devices to create the same result provided
by alternatives that use asymmetric cryptography does not
makesense.
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V. Secure AODV

The Secure Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector
(SAODV) [Gue01] addresses the problem of securing
a MANET network. SAODV is an extension of the
AODV [PRD02] routing protocol that can be used to
protect the route discovery mechanism providing security
features like integrity, authenticationand non-repudiation.

SAODV assumes that each ad hoc node has a signature
key pair from asuitable asymmetric cryptosystem. Further,
each ad hoc node iscapableof securely verifyingthe asso-
ciation between the addressof a given ad hoc node and the
public key of that node. How this isachieved isthe concern
of thekey management scheme.

Two mechanisms are used to secure the AODV mes-
sages: digital signatures to authentify the non-mutable
fields of the messages, and hash chains to secure the hop
count information (the only mutable information in the
messages). This is because for the non-mutable informa-
tion, authentication can be performed in a point-to-point
manner, but the same kind of techniquescannot be applied
to the mutable information.

Route error messagesareprotected in adifferent manner
becausethey have abig amount of mutable information. In
addition, it isnot relevant which nodestarted theroute error
and which nodes are just forwarding it. The only relevant
informationis that aneighbor node is informingto another
node that it is not going to be able to route messages to
certain destinationsanymore.

Therefore, every node (generating or forwardinga route
error message) uses digital signatures to sign the whole
message andthat any neighbor that receivesverifiesthesig-
nature.

VI. Future Work

Nowadays, I am working in a new version of SAODV. In
the new version there will be some minor modifications
to avoid certain possible attacks that could be performed
against SAODV. In addition, someother modificationswill
addressthe need to reduce the processing power require-
ments of SAODV due to the use of asymmetric cryptogra-
phy. This isgoing to be achieved byallowing nodesto for-
ward routingmessages beforeverifying it. In the case of a
routediscovery, the nodewill only need to verify the route
request message after receiving and forwarding the corre-
spondingroutereply. Thiswill avoid that all thenodesthat
will be not in the selected path will have to verify route re-
quest messages(with all the computation overheadthat this
requires).

Another thing I am planning to do is to add SAODV
extension to the NRC-AODV (the Nokia Research Center
AODV implementation for Linux created by me). NRC-
AODV has most of the AODV features, and was tested in
thefirst AODV interoperabilit y test.
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ABSTRACT
We consider the problem of incorporating security mecha-
nisms into routing protocols for ad hoc networks. Canned
security solutions like IPSec are not applicable. We look
at AODV [20] in detail and develop a security mechanism
to protect its routing information. We also briefly discuss
whether our techniques would also be applicable to other
similar routing protocols and about how a key management
scheme could be used in conjunction with the solution that
we provide.

Categor ies and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Protocols—Routing protocols

General Terms
Security, Algorithms

Keywords
Security, Ad hoc Wireless Networks, Routing Protocols, Hash
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1. INTRODUCTION
An ad hoc network is often defined as an “infrastructure-

less” network, meaning a network without the usual rout-
ing infrastructure like fixed routers and routing backbones.
Typically, the ad hoc nodes are mobile and the underlying
communication medium is wireless. Each ad hoc node may
be capable of acting as a router. Such ad hoc networks
may arise in personal area networking, meeting rooms and
conferences, disaster relief and rescue operations, battlefield
operations, etc.

Some aspects of ad hoc networks have interesting security
problems [1, 30, 27]. Routing is one such aspect. Several
routing protocols for ad hoc networks have been developed,
particularly in the MANET working group of the Internet
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Engineering Task Force (IETF). Surveys of routing protocols
for ad hoc wireless networks are presented in [24] and [25].

In this paper, we consider the security of routing proto-
cols for ad hoc networks. Section 2 takes a look at related
work. Section 3 analyzes the security requirements in ad hoc
networks. Section 4 discusses how ad hoc protocols should
be secured. Section 5 focuses on AODV, its security flaws
and describes our proposed security mechanism to protect
AODV’s routing information: Secure AODV (SAODV) [6].
Section 6 studies how the approach shown in this paper
could be ported to other ad hoc routing protocols. Sec-
tion 7 considers different ways to achieve the required key
management for SAODV. Section 8 summarizes and shows
what is the current status of this work.

2. RELATED WORK
There is very little published prior work on the security is-

sues in ad hoc network routing protocols. Neither the survey
by Ramanathan and Steenstrup [24] nor the survey by Royer
and Toh [25] mention security. None of the draft proposals in
the IETF MANET working group have a non-trivial “secu-
rity considerations” section. Actually, most of them assume
that all the nodes in the network are friendly, and a few
declare the problem out-of-scope by assuming some canned
solution like IPSec may be applicable.

There are some works on securing routing protocols for
fixed networks that also deserved to be mentioned here.
Perlman, in her thesis [21], proposed a link state routing
protocol that achieves Byzantine Robustness. Although her
protocol is highly robust, it requires a very high overhead
associated with public key encryption. Secure BGP [12] at-
tempts to secure the Border Gateway Protocol by using PKI
(Public Key Infrastructure) and IPsec.

In their paper on securing ad hoc networks [30], Zhou
and Haas primarily discuss key management (we discuss key
management in Section 7). They devote a section to secure
routing, but essentially conclude that “nodes can protect
routing information in the same way they protect data traf-
fic”. They also observe that denial-of-service attacks against
routing will be treated as damage and routed around.

Security issues with routing in general have been addressed
by several researchers (e.g., [26, 8]). And, lately, some work
has been done to secure ad hoc networks by using misbe-
havior detection schemes (e.g., [16]). This approach has two
main problems: first, it is quite likely that it will be not fea-
sible to detect several kinds of misbehaving (especially be-
cause it is very hard to distinguish misbehaving from trans-
mission failures and other kind of failures); and second, it



has no real means to guarantee the integrity and authenti-
cation of the routing messages.

Dahill et al. [5] proposed ARAN, a routing protocol for
ad hoc networks that uses authentication and requires the
use of a trusted certificate server. In ARAN, every node
that forwards a route discovery or a route reply message
must also sign it, (which is very computing power consuming
and causes the size of the routing messages to increase at
each hop), whereas the proposal presented in this paper only
require originators to sign the message. In addition, it is
prone to reply attacks using error messages unless the nodes
have time synchronization.

Papadimitratos and Haas [19] proposed a protocol (SRP)
that can be applied to several existing routing protocols (in
particular DSR [11] and IERP [7]). SRP requires that, for
every route discovery, source and destination must have a
security association between them. Furthermore, the paper
does not even mention route error messages. Therefore, they
are not protected, and any malicious node can just forge
error messages with other nodes as source.

Hash chains have being used as an efficient way to ob-
tain authentication in several approaches that tried to se-
cure routing protocols. In [8], [4] and [23] they use them in
order to provide delayed key disclosure. While, in [29], hash
chains are used to create one-time signatures that can be
verified immediately. The main drawback of all the above
approaches is that all of them require clock synchronization.

In SEAD [9] (by Hu, Johnson and Perrig) hash chains are
also used in combination with DSDV-SQ [2] (this time to
authenticate hop counts and sequence numbers). At every
given time each node has its own has chain. The hash chain
is divided into segments, elements in a segment are used to
secure hop counts in a similar way as we do in SAODV. The
size of the hash chain is determined when it is generated.
After using all the elements of the hash chain a new one
must be computed.

SEAD can be used with any suitable authentication and
key distribution scheme. But finding such a scheme is not
straightforward. In Section 7 we suggest some non-standard
approaches that can be used to achieve key distribution.

Ariadne [10], by the same authors, is based on DSR [11]
and TESLA [22] (on which it is based its authentication
mechanism). It also requires clock synchronization, which
we consider to be an unrealistic requirement for ad hoc net-
works.

It is quite likely that, for a small team of nodes that trust
each other and that want to create an ad hoc network where
the messages are only routed by members of the team, the
simplest way to keep secret their communications is to en-
crypt all messages (routing and data) with a “team key”.
Every member of the team would know the key and, there-
fore, it would be able to encrypt and decrypt every single
packet. Nevertheless, this does not scale well and the mem-
bers of the team have to trust each other. So it can be only
used for a very small subset of the possible scenarios.

Looking at the work that had been done in this area pre-
viously, we felt that the security needs for ad hoc networks
had not been yet satisfied (at least for those scenarios where
everybody can freely participate in the network). In the
next section, we specify what are those needs in the format
of a list of security requirements.

3. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
In most domains, the primary security service is autho-

rization. Routing is no exception. Typically, a router needs
to make two types of authorization decisions. First, when
a routing update is received from the outside, the router
needs to decide whether to modify its local routing informa-
tion base accordingly. This is import authorization. Second,
a router may carry out export authorization whenever it re-
ceives a request for routing information. Import authoriza-
tion is the critical service.

In traditional routing systems, authorization is a matter
of policy. For example, gated, a commonly used routing
program1, allows the administrator of a router to set policies
about whether and how much to trust routing updates from
other routers: e.g., statements like “trust router X about
routes to networks A and B”. In mobile ad hoc networks,
such static policies are not sufficient (and unlikely to be
relevant anyway).

Authorization may require other security services such as
authentication and integrity. Techniques like digital sig-
natures and message authentication codes are used to pro-
vide these services.

In the context of routing, confidentiality and non-repudiation
are not necessarily critical services [8]. Zhou and Haas [30]
argue that non-repudiation is useful in an ad hoc network
for isolating misbehaving routers: a router A which received
an “erroneous message” from another router B may use this
message to convince other routers that B is misbehaving.
This would indeed be useful if there is a reliable way of de-
tecting erroneous messages. This does not appear to be an
easy task.

We do not address the problem of compromised nodes
since we believe that it is not critical in non military scenar-
ios. Availability is also outside of the scope of this paper.
Although of course it would be desirable, it does not seem to
be feasible to prevent denial-of-service attacks in a network
that uses wireless technology (where an attacker can focus
on the physical layer without bothering to study the routing
protocol).

Therefore, in this paper we consider the following require-
ments:

• Import authorization: It is important to note that
in here we are not referring to the traditional meaning
of authorization. What we mean is that the ultimate
authority about routing messages regarding a certain
destination node is that node itself. Therefore, we will
only authorize route information in our routing table if
that route information concerns the node that is send-
ing the information. In this way, if a malicious node
lies about it, the only thing it will cause is that others
will not be able to route packets to the malicious node.

• Source authentication: We need to be able to verify
that the node is the one it claims to be.

• Integrity: In addition, we need to be able to verify
that the routing information that it is being sent to us
has arrived unaltered.

• The two last security services combined build data
authentication, and they are requirements derived
from our import authorization requirement.

1http://www.gated.org



4. SECURING AD HOC PROTOCOLS
In an ad hoc network, from the point of view of a routing

protocol, there are two kinds of messages: the routing mes-
sages and the data messages. Both have a different nature
and different security needs. Data messages are point-to-
point and can be protected with any point-to-point security
system (like IPSec). On the other hand, routing messages
are sent to immediate neighbors, processed, possibly modi-
fied, and resent. Moreover, as a result of the processing of
the routing message, a node might modify its routing ta-
ble. This creates the need for the intermediate nodes to be
able to authenticate the information contained in the rout-
ing messages (a need that does not exist in point-to-point
communications) to be able to apply their import authoriza-
tion policy.

Another consequence of the nature of the transmission of
routing messages is that, in many cases, there will be some
parts of those messages that will change during their prop-
agation. This is very common in Distance-Vector routing
protocols, where the routing messages usually contain a hop
count of the route they are requesting or providing. There-
fore, in a routing message we could distinguish between two
types of information: mutable an non-mutable. It is desired
that the mutable information in a routing message is secured
in such a way that no trust in intermediate nodes is needed.
Otherwise, securing the mutable information will be much
more expensive in computation, plus the overall security of
the system will greatly decrease.

If the security system we are using to secure the network
transmissions in a MANET network is IPSec, it is necessary
that the IPSec implementation can use as a selector the
TCP and UDP port numbers. This is because it is necessary
that the IPSec policy will be able to apply certain security
mechanisms to the data packets and just bypass the routing
packets (that typically can be identified because they use a
reserved transport layer port number).

5. AODV

5.1 Overview
Ad Hoc On-Demand Vector Routing (AODV) protocol [20]

is a reactive routing protocol for ad hoc and mobile net-
works that maintains routes only between nodes which need
to communicate. The routing messages do not contain in-
formation about the whole route path, but only about the
source and the destination. Therefore, routing messages do
not have an increasing size. It uses destination sequence
numbers to specify how fresh a route is (in relation to an-
other), which is used to grant loop freedom.

Whenever a node needs to send a packet to a destination
for which it has no ‘fresh enough’ route (i.e., a valid route
entry for the destination whose associated sequence number
is at least as great as the ones contained in any RREQ that
the node has received for that destination) it broadcasts a
route request (RREQ) message to its neighbors. Each node
that receives the broadcast sets up a reverse route towards
the originator of the RREQ (unless it has a ‘fresher’ one).
When the intended destination (or an intermediate node
that has a ‘fresh enough’ route to the destination) receives
the RREQ, it replies by sending a Route Reply (RREP). It
is important to note that the only mutable information in
a RREQ and in a RREP is the hop count (which is being
monotonically increased at each hop). The RREP travels

back to the originator of the RREQ (this time as a unicast).
At each intermediate node, a route to the destination is
set (again, unless the node has a ‘fresher’ route than the
one specified in the RREP). In the case that the RREQ is
replied to by an intermediate node (and if the RREQ had
set this option), the intermediate node also sends a RREP
to the destination. In this way, it can be granted that the
route path is being set up bidirectionally. In the case that a
node receives a new route (by a RREQ or by a RREP) and
the node already has a route ‘as fresh’ as the received one,
the shortest one will be updated.

If there is a subnet (a collection of nodes that are identi-
fied by a common network prefix) that does not use AODV
as its routing protocol and wants to be able to exchange
information with an AODV network, one of the nodes of
the subnet can be selected as their ‘network leader’. The
network leader is the only node of the subnet that sends,
forwards and processes AODV routing messages. In every
RREP that the leader issues, it sets the prefix size of the
subnet.

Optionally, a Route Reply Acknowledgment (RREP-ACK)
message may be sent by the originator of the RREQ to ac-
knowledge the receipt of the RREP. RREP-ACK message
has no mutable information.

In addition to these routing messages, Route Error (RERR)
message are used to notify the other nodes that certain nodes
are not anymore reachable due to a link breakage. When
a node rebroadcasts a RERR, it only adds the unreach-
able destinations to which the node might forward messages.
Therefore, the mutable information in a RERR are the list
of unreachable destinations and the counter of unreachable
destinations included in the message. Anyway, it is pre-
dictable that, at each hop, the unreachable destination list
may not change or become a subset of the original one.

5.2 Secur ity flaws of AODV
Since AODV has no security mechanisms, malicious nodes

can perform many attacks just by not behaving according
to the AODV rules. A malicious node M can carry out the
following attacks (among many others) against AODV:

1. Impersonate a node S by forging a RREQ with its
address as the originator address.

2. When forwarding a RREQ generated by S to discover
a route to D, reduce the hop count field to increase the
chances of being in the route path between S and D

so it can analyze the communication between them. A
variant of this is to increment the destination sequence
number to make the other nodes believe that this is a
‘fresher’ route.

3. Impersonate a node D by forging a RREP with its
address as a destination address.

4. Impersonate a node by forging a RREP that claims
that the node is the destination and, to increase the
impact of the attack, claims to be a network leader of
the subnet SN with a big sequence number and send
it to its neighbors. In this way it will became (at least
locally) a blackhole for the whole subnet SN .

5. Selectively, not forward certain RREQs and RREPs,
not reply to certain RREPs and not forward certain
data messages. This kind of attack is especially hard



Value Hash function
0 Reserved
1 MD5HMAC96 [14]
2 SHA1HMAC96 [15]
3-127 Reserved
128-255 Implementation dependent

Table 1: Possible values of the Hash Function field

to even detect because transmission errors have the
same effect.

6. Forge a RERR message pretending it is the node S

and send it to its neighbor D. The RERR message
has a very high destination sequence number dsn for
one of the unreachable destinations (U). This might
cause D to update the destination sequence number
corresponding to U with the value dsn and, therefore,
future route discoveries performed by D to obtain a
route to U will fail (because U ’s destination sequence
number will be much smaller than the one stored in
D’s routing table).

7. According to the current AODV draft [20], the orig-
inator of a RREQ can put a much bigger destina-
tion sequence number than the real one. In addition,
sequence numbers wraparound when they reach the
maximum value allowed by the field size. This allows
a very easy attack in where an attacker is able to set
the sequence number of a node to any desired value by
just sending two RREQ messages to the node.

5.3 Secur ing AODV
We assume that there is a key management sub-system

that makes it possible for each ad hoc node to obtain public
keys from the other nodes of the network. Further, each
ad hoc node is capable of securely verifying the association
between the identity of a given ad hoc node and the pub-
lic key of that node. How this is achieved depends on the
key management scheme. We discuss key management in
Section 7.

Two mechanisms are used to secure the AODV messages:
digital signatures to authenticate the non-mutable fields of
the messages, and hash chains to secure the hop count in-
formation (the only mutable information in the messages).
For the non-mutable information, authentication is perform
in an end-to-end manner, but the same kind of techniques
cannot be applied to the mutable information. The figures
in Appendix A show the structure of the AODV messages
and indicate what are the mutable fields of the messages.

The information relative to the hash chains and the sig-
natures is transmitted with the AODV message as an exten-
sion message that we will refer to as Signature Extension.
The format of the SAODV Signature Extensions is shown
in Appendix B.

5.3.1 SAODV hash chains
SAODV uses hash chains to authenticate the hop count of

RREQ and RREP messages in such a way that allows every
node that receives the message (either an intermediate node
or the final destination) to verify that the hop count has not
been decremented by an attacker. This prevents an attack
of type 2. A hash chain is formed by applying a one-way
hash function repeatedly to a seed.

Every time a node originates a RREQ or a RREP message,
it performs the following operations:

• Generates a random number (seed).

• Sets the Max Hop Count field to the TimeToLive value
(from the IP header).

Max Hop Count = T imeToLive

• Sets the Hash field to the seed value.

Hash = seed

• Sets the Hash Function field to the identifier of the
hash function that it is going to use. The possible
values are shown in Table 1.

Hash Function = h

• Calculates Top Hash by hashing seed Max Hop Count
times.

Top Hash = h
Max Hop Count(seed)

Where:

– h is a hash function.

– hi(x) is the result of applying the function h to x

i times.

In addition, every time a node receives a RREQ or a
RREP message, it performs the following operations in order
to verify the hop count:

• Applies the hash function h Maximum Hop Count mi-
nus Hop Count times to the value in the Hash field,
and verifies that the resultant value is equal to the
value contained in the Top Hash field.

Top Hash == h
Max Hop Count−Hop Count(Hash)

Where:

– a == b reads: to verify that a and b are equal.

• Before rebroadcasting a RREQ or forwarding a RREP,
a node applies the hash function to the Hash value in
the Signature Extension to account for the new hop.

Hash = h(Hash)

The Hash Function field indicates which hash function
has to be used to compute the hash. Trying to use a dif-
ferent hash function will just create a wrong hash without
giving any advantage to a malicious node. Hash Function,
Max Hop Count, Top Hash, and Hash fields are transmit-
ted with the AODV message, in the Signature Extension.
And, as it will be explained in the next subsection, all of
them but the Hash field are signed to protect its integrity.

5.3.2 SAODV digital signatures
Digital signatures are used to protect the integrity of the

non-mutable data in RREQ and RREP messages. That
means that they sign everything but the Hop Count of the
AODV message and the Hash from the SAODV extension.

The main problem in applying digital signatures is that
AODV allows intermediate nodes to reply RREQ messages
if they have a ‘fresh enough’ route to the destination. While



this makes the protocol more efficient it also makes it more
complicated to secure. The problem is that a RREP message
generated by an intermediate node should be able to sign
it on behalf of the final destination. And, in addition, it
is possible that the route stored in the intermediate node
would be created as a reverse route after receiving a RREQ
message (which means that it does not have the signature
for the RREP).

To solve this problem, this paper offers two alternatives.
The first one (and also the obvious one) is that, if an in-
termediate node cannot reply to a RREQ message because
it cannot properly sign its RREP message, it just behaves
as if it didn’t have the route and forwards the RREQ mes-
sage. The second is that, every time a node generates a
RREQ message, it also includes the RREP flags, the prefix
size and the signature that can be used (by any interme-
diate node that creates a reverse route to the originator of
the RREQ) to reply a RREQ that asks for the node that
originated the first RREQ. Moreover, when an intermediate
node generates a RREP message, the lifetime of the route
has changed from the original one. Therefore, the intermedi-
ate node should include both lifetimes (the old one is needed
to verify the signature of the route destination) and sign the
new lifetime. In this way, the original information of the
route is signed by the final destination and the lifetime is
signed by the intermediate node.

To distinguish the different SAODV extension messages,
the ones that have two signatures are called RREQ and
RREP Double Signature Extension.

When a node receives a RREQ, it first verifies the signa-
ture before creating or updating a reverse route to that host.
Only if the signature is verified, will it store the route. If
the RREQ was received with a Double Signature Extension,
then the node will also store the signature for the RREP
and the lifetime (which is the ‘reverse route lifetime’ value)
in the route entry. An intermediate node will reply to a
RREQ with a RREP only if it fulfills the AODV’s require-
ments to do so and the node has the corresponding signature
and old lifetime to put into the Signature and Old Lifetime
fields of the RREP Double Signature Extension. Otherwise,
it will rebroadcast the RREQ.

When a RREQ is received by the destination itself, it will
reply with a RREP only if it fulfills the AODV’s require-
ments to do so. This RREP will be sent with a RREP
Single Signature Extension.

When a node receives a RREP, it first verifies the signa-
ture before creating or updating a route to that host. Only
if the signature is verified, will it store the route with the
signature of the RREP and the lifetime.

Using digital signatures prevents attack scenarios 1 and 3.

5.3.3 SAODV error messages
Concerning RERR messages, someone could think that

the right approach to secure them should be similar to the
way the other AODV messages are (signing the non-mutable
information and finding out a way to secure the mutable in-
formation). Nevertheless, RERR messages have a big amount
of mutable information. In addition, it is not relevant which
node started the RERR and which nodes are just forwarding
it. The only relevant information is that a neighbor node
is informing another node that it is not going to be able to
route messages to certain destinations anymore.

Our proposal is that every node (generating or forward-

ing a RERR message) will use digital signatures to sign the
whole message and that any neighbor that receives it will
verify the signature. In this way it can verify that the sender
of the RERR message is really the one that it claims to be.
And, since destination sequence numbers are not signed by
the corresponding node, a node should never update any
destination sequence number of its routing table based on
a RERR message (this prevents a malicious node from per-
forming attack type 6). Implementing a mechanism that will
allow the destination sequence numbers of a RERR message
to be signed by their corresponding nodes would add too
much overhead compared with the advantage of the use of
that information.

Although nodes will not trust destination sequence num-
bers in a RERR message, they will use them to decide
whether they should invalidate a route or not. This does
not give any extra advantage to a malicious node.

5.3.4 When a node reboots
The attack type 7 was based on the fact that the originator

of the RREQ can set the sequence number of the destination.
This should have not been specified in AODV because it
is not needed. In the case everybody behaves according
to the protocol the situation in which the originator of a
RREQ will put a destination sequence number bigger than
the real one will never happen. Not even in the case that
the destination of the RREQ has rebooted. After rebooting,
the node does not remember its sequence number anymore,
but it waits for a period long enough before being active, so
that when it wakes up nobody has stored its old sequence
number anymore.

To avoid this attack, in the case that the destination se-
quence number in the RREQ is bigger than the destination
sequence number of the destination node, the destination
node will not take into account the value in the RREQ. In-
stead, it will realize that the originator of the RREQ is mis-
behaving and will send the RREP with the right sequence
number.

In addition, if one of the nodes has a way to store its
sequence number every time it modifies it, it might do so.
Therefore, when it reboots it will not need to wait long
enough so that everybody deletes routes towards it.

5.3.5 Analysis
The digital signature Digital signatureX(routing message)

can be created only by X. Thus, it serves as proof of validity
of the information contained in the routing message. This
prevents attack scenarios 1, 3, 4, and 6.

The hop authenticator reduces the ability of a malicious
intermediate hop for mounting the attack type 2 by arbi-
trarily modifying the hop count without detection. A node
that is n hops away from T will know the nth element in
the hash chain (hn(x)), but it will not know any element
that comes before this because of the one-way property of
h(). However, the malicious node could still pass on the re-
ceived authenticator and hop count without changing them
as specified in the previous section. Thus, the effectiveness
of this approach is limited.

In addition, there is another type of attack that cannot
be detected by SAODV: tunneling attacks. In that type
of attack, two malicious nodes simulate that they have a
link between them (that is, they can send and receive mes-
sages directly to each other). They achieve this by tunneling



AODV messages between them (probably in an encrypted
way). In this way they could achieve having certain traffic
through them.

In our opinion, no security scheme has been able, so far,
to detect this. Misbehaving detection schemes could, in
principle, detect the so-called tunnel attacks. If the mon-
itor sees a routing message with Hop Count = X + 1 be-
ing sent by a node but did not see a routing message with
Hop Count = X being sent to the same node, then the node
is either fabricating the routing message or there is a tunnel.
In either case it is cause for raising the alarm. Nevertheless,
this kind of scheme has as main problems that there is no
way for any node to validate the authenticity of the mis-
behavior reports and the there is the possibility of falsely
detecting misbehavior nodes. Therefore, we don’t consider
it as a feasible solution so far.

The way the hop count is authenticated could be changed
to a more secure one. For instance, intermediate nodes for-
warding the routing messages could include the address of
the next hop to which the message it is forwarded and sign
it [26]. Another possibility would be to use forward-secure
signature schemes [13]. A forward-secure signature scheme
is like a hash chain, except that to prove that you are n hops
away from the target you should sign the routing message
with the key corresponding to the nth link. Unlike in the
hash chain case, the same signing key is not given to the
next hop. Only the next signing key is given. This pre-
vents the attack based on the possibility that a malicious
node does not increase the hop count when it forwards a
routing message. With this scheme, at any time the routing
message has only one signature. The problem is, of course,
efficiency. There are schemes where the message sizes are
reasonably small, but signing and verification are quite ex-
pensive. Then there are other schemes where RSA signing
could be used, but the public key needed to verify the signa-
tures is size O(m), where m is the diameter of the network.
All those approaches would be very expensive (probably not
even feasible) and, still, it would not prevent tunneling at-
tacks at all. Therefore, we consider that the use of hash
chains might be, so far, the option that deals best with the
tradeoff between security and performance.

The use of sequence numbers should prevent most of the
possible reply attacks. A node will discard a replied mes-
sage if it has received a original message because the replied
message won’t be “fresh enough”. In order to make the pre-
vention of reply attacks stronger, a node could consider to
increase its sequence number in more situations than what
AODV mandates (or even periodicaly).

Papadimitratos and Haas suggest in [19] that it is pos-
sible to mount an attack by maliciously modifying the IP
header of the SAODV messages. This is not true because
SAODV does not trust the contents of the IP header, and all
the information that needs to operate is inside the AODV
message and the SAODV extension.

6. OTHER ROUTING PROTOCOLS
In principle, the same approach that SAODV takes to

protect AODV could be used to create a “secure version”
of other routing protocols: Signing the non-mutable routing
information by the node to which the route will be processed,
and securing the hop count by hash chains. In the case there
are some other mutable fields, it should be studied how to
protect each of them.

Nevertheless, if the routing protocol has some other muta-
ble information than the hop count (and it does not mutate
in a predictable way), protecting this information might end
up being quite complex. It will probably require that the in-
termediate nodes that mutate part of the message also have
to sign it. This will, typically, imply a reduction of per-
formance (due to all the additional cryptographic computa-
tions) and also a possible decrease of the overall security.

We look now roughly, just as an example, to the Dy-
namic Source Routing Protocol for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
(DSR) [11], trying to see how it could be secured.

SRP [19] and Ariadne [10] (both refered in Section 2) also
attempt to secure DSR. Nevertheless, SRP requires that,
for every route discovery, source and destination must have
a security association between them and does not protect
error messages. And, Ariadne requires clock synchroniza-
tion, which we consider to be an unrealistic requirement for
ad hoc networks.

When trying to secure DSR, the main difference with re-
spect to AODV is that DSR includes in its routing messages
the IP addresses of all the intermediate nodes that have for-
warded the packet.

A first approach to secure DSR, with the scheme proposed
in this paper, would be to make each of the intermediate
nodes sign the routing message after adding its own IP ad-
dress, and also to verify all the signatures in the routing
message. But this would greatly decrease the performance
of the routing discovery. And it is not really worthwhile if
we think that the routes to the intermediate nodes are going
to be used very seldom. Anyway, hash chains should be used
to avoid that a malicious node would eliminate intermediate
nodes and their signatures from the routing message (a very
similar technique is also used in [10]).

Another solution would be that intermediate nodes would
sign the routing message, but that a node would only verify
the signature of an intermediate node in the case it needs
to send a packet to this route. But it still requires all inter-
mediate nodes to sign the message (which is not good when
the message is a route request).

Therefore, maybe a better solution would be that inter-
mediate nodes do not sign the message. And if later a node
wants to use a route to one of the intermediate nodes it
should ask with a unicast message for a signature that cer-
tifies that it is the one who it claims to be.

Obviously, a much more detailed analysis should be made
to study the different attacks that can be performed against
DSR and against this “secure DSR” to see if there are new
attacks as a consequence of differences between AODV and
DSR.

7. KEY MANAGEMENT
In Section 5.3, we assumed that each ad hoc node has a

trustworthy means of checking the association between the
address of some other node and the signature verification key
of that node. Let us now consider how such key management
could be achieved.

Bindings between public keys and other attributes is typi-
cally achieved by using public key certificates. One approach
could be for a certification authority (CA) to issue such cer-
tificates. This is reasonable if ad hoc nodes could have per-
manent addresses. However, addressing in ad hoc networks
is likely to follow recent trends towards dynamic address
allocation and autoconfiguration [28, 3]. In these schemes,



typically a node picks a tentative address and checks if it
is already in use by broadcasting a query. If no conflict is
found, the node is allowed to use that address. If a con-
flict is found, the node is required to pick another tentative
address and repeat the process.

One solution that has been proposed [17, 18] would be
to pick a key pair, and map the public key to a tentative
address in some deterministic way; if there is a collision,
pick a new key pair and try again. This is relatively secure,
although potentially expensive.

The approach of distributing the Certification Authority
functionality among ad hoc nodes (by dividing the private
keys into shares) discussed in [30] implies a huge overhead,
and it may be ineffective in a network were partitions occur
or where there is high mobility. In addition, it won’t work
at all in trivial scenarios like when a network partition is
composed of only two nodes.

Besides how key distribution is achieved, when distribut-
ing a public key, this should be binded to the identity of
the node (of course) and also to its netmask (in the case the
node is a network leader). Another alternative is to assume
that there are no network leaders in scenarios were it is not
needed to have connectivity outside the AODV network. Ei-
ther of both alternatives prevents the type attack 4 in which
a malicious node becomes a black hole for a whole subnet
by claiming that it is their network leader.

8. STATUS
For more detailed information about the format of the

Signature Extensions and the Secure AODV operation we
recommend that the reader take a look at the Secure Ad hoc
On-Demand Distance Vector (SAODV) Routing draft [6].

SAODV is still a work in progress. We are currently trying
to reduce the processing power requirements of SAODV due
to the use of asymmetric cryptography. There has been
some concern (e.g., [19], [9], [10]) that SAODV’s signatures
might require a processing power that might be excessive for
certain kinds of ad hoc scenarios.

One of the authors, Manel Guerrero, has created an AODV
implementation called NRC-AODV (NRC standing for Nokia
Research Center). NRC-AODV, which already has all the
basic AODV features, was tested in the first AODV inter-
operability test. SAODV is planned to be added to the
NRC-AODV implementation in the near future.
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APPENDIX

A. AODV MESSAGE FORMATS

Figure 1: Route Request (RREQ) Message Format
Mutable fields: Hop Count

Figure 2: Route Reply (RREP) Message Format
Mutable fields: Hop Count

Figure 3: Route Error (RERR) Message Format
Mutable fields: None

Figure 4: Route Reply Acknowledgment (RREP-
ACK) Message Format

Mutable fields: None



B. SECURE AODV EXTENSIONS

Figure 5: RREQ (Single) Signature Extension

Figure 6: RREP (Single) Signature Extension

Field Value
Type 64 in RREQ-SSE and 65 in RREP-

SSE
Length The length of the type-specific data,

not including the Type and Length
fields of the extension.

Hash Function The hash function used to compute
the Hash and Top Hash fields.

Max Hop Count The Maximum Hop Count sup-
ported by the hop count authenti-
cation.

Top Hash The top hash for the hop count au-
thentication. This field has vari-
able length, but it must be 32-bits
aligned.

Signature The signature of the all the fields in
the AODV packet that are before
this field but the Hop Count field.
This field has variable length, but it
must be 32-bits aligned.

Hash The hash corresponding to the ac-
tual hop count. This field has vari-
able length, but it must be 32-bits
aligned.

Table 2: RREQ and RREP Signature Extension
Fields

Figure 7: RREQ Double Signature Extension

Field Value
Type 66
Length The length of the type-specific data,

not including the Type and Length
fields of the extension.

Hash Function The hash function used to compute
the Hash and Top Hash fields.

Max Hop Count The Maximum Hop Count sup-
ported by the hop count authenti-
cation.

R Repair flag for the RREP.
A Acknowledgment required flag for

the RREP.
Reserved Sent as 0; ignored on reception.
Prefix Size The prefix size field for the RREP.
Top Hash The top hash for the hop count au-

thentication. This field has vari-
able length, but it must be 32-bits
aligned.

Signature The signature of the all the fields in
the AODV packet that are before
this field but the Hop Count field.
This field has variable length, but it
must be 32-bits aligned.

Signature for the
RREP

The signature that should be put
into the Signature field of the RREP
Double Signature Extension when
an intermediate node (that has pre-
viously received this RREQ and cre-
ated a reverse route) wants to gener-
ate a RREP for a route to the source
of this RREQ. This field has vari-
able length, but it must be 32-bits
aligned. Both signatures are gener-
ated by the requesting node.

Hash The hash corresponding to the ac-
tual hop count. This field has vari-
able length, but it must be 32-bits
aligned.

Table 3: RREQ Double Signature Extension Fields



Figure 8: RREP Double Signature Extension

Field Value
Type 67
Length The length of the type-specific data,

not including the Type and Length
fields of the extension.

Hash Function The hash function used to compute
the Hash and Top Hash fields.

Max Hop Count The Maximum Hop Count sup-
ported by the hop count authenti-
cation.

Top Hash The top hash for the hop count au-
thentication. This field has vari-
able length, but it must be 32-bits
aligned.

Signature The signature of all the fields of the
AODV packet that are before this
field but the Hop Count field, and
with the Old Lifetime value instead
of the Lifetime. This signature is
the one that was generated by the
final destination. This field has vari-
able length, but it must be 32-bits
aligned.

Old Lifetime The lifetime that was in the RREP
generated by the final destination.

Signature of the
new Lifetime

The signature of the RREP with
the actual lifetime (the lifetime of
the route in the intermediate node).
This signature is generated by the
intermediate node. This field has
variable length, but it must be 32-
bits aligned.

Hash The hash corresponding to the ac-
tual hop count. This field has vari-
able length, but it must be 32-bits
aligned.

Table 4: RREP Double Signature Extension Fields

Figure 9: RERR Signature Extension

Figure 10: RREP-ACK Signature Extension

Field Value
Type 68 in RERR-SE and 69 in RREP-

ACK-SE
Length The length of the type-specific data,

not including the Type and Length
fields of the extension.

Reserved (Only in RERR-SE). Sent as 0; ig-
nored on reception.

Signature The signature of the all the fields
in the AODV packet that are be-
fore this field. This field has vari-
able length, but it must be 32-bits
aligned.

Table 5: RERR and RREP-ACK Signature Exten-
sion Fields
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Abstract— MANET (mobile and ad hoc networks) are net-
works in which nodes are mobile and link connectivity might
change all the time. In this kind of networks key management is
an important and complex problem.

This paper studies how to design key management schemes for
such networks that will allow to identify nodes without the need
of any kind of certification author ity. In addition, it presents a
method to reducethe delays in route establishment in cases where
routing messages are signed and need to be verified. Finally, it
applies all these to SAODV (an extension of the AODV MANET
routing protocol that protects the route discovery mechanism
providing secur ity features like integr ity and authentication), and
presents results from simulations that show how this method
provides the same secur ity with minimum impact in the network
performance. Therefore, providing a more complete solution to
the problem of secur ity in MANET networks.

I . INTRODUCTION

In an ad hoc network, from the point of view of a rout-
ing protocol, there are two kinds of messages: the routing
messages and the data messages. Both have adifferent nature
and different security needs. Data messages are point-to-point
and can be protected with any point-to-point security system
(like IPSec). On the other hand, routing messages are sent
to immediate neighbors, processed, possibly modified, and
resent. Another consequenceof the nature of the transmission
of routing messages is that, in many cases, there will be
some parts of those messages that will change during their
propagation. This is very common in Distance-Vector routing
protocols, where the routing messages usually contain a hop
count of the route they are requesting or providing. Therefore,
in a routing message one could distinguish between two types
of information: mutable an non-mutable. It is desired that the
mutable information in a routing message is secured in such a
way that no trust in intermediate nodes is needed. Otherwise,
securingthemutable informationwill bemuch more expensive
in computation, plus the overall security of the system will
greatly decrease.

Moreover, as a result of the processing of the routing
message, a node might modify its routing table. This creates
the need for the intermediate nodes to be able to authenticate
the informationcontained in the routing messages (a need that
does not exist in point-to-point communications).

SAODV [1] uses digital signatures to authenticate the non-
mutable fields of the messages, and hash chains to secure

the hop count information (the only mutable information
in the messages). The use of digital signatures (asymmetric
cryptography) has generated some concern (e.g., [2], [3], [4])
that SAODV’s signatures might require a processing power
that might be excessive for certain kinds of ad hoc scenarios
and that not providinga key management scheme that explains
how nodes get the public keys they require it does not solve
the whole problem.

This paper studies both problems and provides a general
solution and a specific method for SAODV. Section II takes a
look at related work. Section III considers different ways to
achieve the key management in MANET networks. Section IV
provides a methodthat reduces the required processing power
due to the use of asymmetric cryptography. Section V gives
an overview of AODV. Section VI describes the security
mechanism to protect AODV’s routing information: Secure
AODV (SAODV) [1]. Section VII f ocuses on how the key
management methods explained in this paper can be used
in conjunction with SAODV. Finally, section VIII presents
simulation results of using SAODV with delayed verification.

II . RELATED WORK

There is very littl e published prior work on the security
issues in ad hoc network routing protocols. Neither the survey
by Ramanathan and Steenstrup [5] nor the survey by Royer
and Toh [6] mention security. None of the proposals in the
IETF MANET working group have a non-trivial “security
considerations” section. Actually, most of them assume that
all the nodes in the network are friendly, and a few declare
the problem out-of-scope by assuming some canned solution
like IPSec may be applicable.

In their paper on securing ad hoc networks [7], Zhou and
Haas primarily discusskey management (key management is
discussed in Section III) . They devote asection to secure rout-
ing, but essentially conclude that “nodes can protect routing
information in the same way they protect data traffic”. They
also observe that denial-of-service attacks against routing will
be treated as damage and routed around.

Security issues with routing in general have been addressed
by several researchers (e.g., [8], [9]). And, lately, some work
hasbeen done to secure ad hoc networksby usingmisbehavior
detection schemes (e.g., [10]). This approach has two main
problems: first, it is quite likely that it will be not feasible



to detect several kinds of misbehaving (especially because
it is very hard to distinguish misbehaving from transmission
failures and other kind of failures); and second, it has no
real means to guarantee the integrity and authentication of
the routing messages.

Dahill et al. [11] proposed ARAN, a routing protocol for ad
hoc networks that uses authenticationand requires the use of a
trusted certificate server. In ARAN, every node that forwards
a route discovery or a route reply message must also sign it,
(which is very computing power consuming and causes the
sizeof the routing messages to increase at each hop), whereas
the proposal presented in this paper only require originators to
sign the message. In addition, it is prone to reply attacks using
error messages unless the nodes have time synchronization.

Papadimitratos and Haas [2] proposed a protocol (SRP)
that can be applied to several existing routing protocols (in
particular DSR [12] and IERP [13]). SRP requires that, for
every route discovery, source and destination must have a
security association between them. Furthermore, the paper
does not even mention route error messages. Therefore, they
are not protected, and any malicious node can just forge error
messages with other nodes as source.

Hash chains have being used as an efficient way to obtain
authenticationin several approachesthat tried to securerouting
protocols. In [9], [14] and [15] they use them in order to
provide delayed key disclosure. While, in [16], hash chains
are used to create one-time signatures that can be verified
immediately. The main drawback of all the above approaches
is that all of them require clock synchronization.

We suggested the use of hash chains to authenticate hop
counts [17], [1]. This technique is used in SAODV. In SEAD
[3] (by Hu, Johnson and Perrig) hash chains are also used in
combination with DSDV-SQ [18] in a very similar way (this
time to authenticate both hopcounts and sequence numbers).
At every given time each node has its own hash chain. The
hash chain is divided into segments, elements in a segment
are used to secure hop counts in a similar way as it is done
in SAODV. The size of the hash chain is determined when it
is generated. After using all the elements of the hash chain a
new one must be computed.

SEAD can be, in theory, used with any suitable authentica-
tion and key distribution scheme. But finding such a scheme
is not straightforward.

Ariadne[4], by thesame authors, isbased onDSR [12]. The
authenticationmechanism of Ariadneisbased onTESLA [19].
It also requires clock synchronization. Clock synchronization
introduces a big overhead in the network due to the messages
needed to be exchanged to achieve it. Therefore, it is arguably
not appropriate for MANET protocols.

It is quite likely that, for a small team of nodes that trust
each other and that want to create an ad hoc network where the
messagesareonly routed bymembersof the team, thesimplest
way to keep secret their communications is to encrypt all
messages (routingand data) with a “team key” . Every member
of the team would know the key and, therefore, it would be
able to encrypt and decrypt every single packet. Nevertheless,

this does not scale well and the members of the team have
to trust each other. So it can be only used for a subset of the
possible scenarios.

This is why SAODV uses asymmetric cryptography. But
then, the challenge is to design a key management scheme
that works in a mobile and ad hoc network where you cannot
assume network connectivity with any kind of server.

Solving this challenge is the one of the aims of this paper.

III . KEY MANAGEMENT IN MANET NETWORKS

One of the most important consequences of the nature of
the MANET networks is that one cannot assume that a node
that is part of a network will be always reachable by all the
other nodes. This implies that there cannot be servers in the
conventional meaning of the fixed networks. Therefore, the
use of Certification Authorities (CAs) in MANET networks is
not feasible.

The approach of distributing the Certification Authority
functionality amongad hoc nodes(by dividing theprivatekeys
into shares) discussed in [7] implies a huge overhead, and it
may be ineffective in a network were partitionsoccur or where
there is high mobilit y. In addition, it will not work at all i n
trivial scenarios like when a network partition is composed of
only two nodes.

Another characteristic of servers in fixed networks, besides
its continuous availabilit y, is the fact that clients have to know
the server’s IP address(or to know its human addressand have
the IP addressof a DNS server). The same thing happens in
MANET networks for any node you want to make a request
or initiate an exchange of data.

However, current trends about addressing in ad hoc net-
works are driving towards dynamic address allocation and
autoconfiguration[20], [21]. In theseschemes, typically anode
picks a tentative address and checks if it is already in use
by broadcasting a query. If no conflict is found, the node is
allowed to use that address. If a conflict is found, the node
is required to pick another tentative address and repeat the
process.

But then, If I P addresses do not identify a node (because
they are dynamically allocated), how does a node know the
IP addressof the node to which it wants to sent data. In fixed
networks, if a node wants to send data to another one, it needs
to know its address(it cannot send anything to a node that has
a dynamic address, because it does not know its IP address).

The Binding between public keys and other attributes is
typically achieved by using public key certificates. In some
limited scenarios, a possible approach could be for a certifi-
cation authority (that would live in a fixed network) to issue
such certificates that the nodes could collect before going to
the MANET “playground” . However, this is not feasible for a
big group of the targeted scenarios. An added problem is that
the IP address should be one of the attributes binded to the
public keys, because it is binded to your identity.

To sum up, what is required is a system that achieves
that: IP addresses will be assigned dynamically, nodes will be
identifiable by their IP addresses, there should be a binding



between the public key and the IP address of a node, and
all this without any kind of certification authorities. Which is
quite a challenge.

A couple of papers [22], [23] have proposed a solution
to solve the “address ownership” problem in the context of
Mobile IP. It consists in to pick a key pair, and map the
public key to a tentative address in some deterministic way.
Our earlier paper [1] already proposed that this approach of
”cryptographically generated addresses” could be used in the
key management for SAODV. In this paper, we describe the
details of CGA-based key management.

If a node ’A’ receives a routing message that is signed by a
node ’B’ that has the same IP address than one of the nodes
for which ’A’ has a route entry (node ’C’) , it will not process
normally that routing message. Instead, it will i nform ’B’ that
it is using a duplicated IP and it will prove it by adding the
public key of ’ C’ (so ’B’ can verify the truthfulness of the
claim).

When thenode ’B’ receivesa routingmessage that indicates
that somebody else has the same IP address than itself (or it
realizesabout it by itself), it will haveto generate anew pair of
public/privatekeys. After that, it will derive its IPaddressfrom
its public key and it might inform all the other nodes (through
a broadcast) of which is its new IP address with an special
message that contains: the two IP addresses (the old and the
new ones) and the two public signatures (old and new) signed
with the old private key and, all this, signed with the new
private key. Nevertheless, it is much better if, that message, is
unicast (instead of broadcast) to all the nodes it considers that
should receivethis information(in the casethey arejust a few).
This unicast will be answered with an acknowledge message
by the receiver if it verifies that everything is in order.

After this, the node will generate a route error message
for his old IP address. Its propagation will delete the route
entries for the old IP address and, therefore, eliminate the
duplicated addresses. This route error message may have a
message extension that tells which is the new address. In this
way, the nodes that receive the routing message can already
create the route to the new IP address.

This solution allows two nodes to coexist in the same
network with the same IP address until one of them realizes
about it. However, in the author’s opinion, it gives a good
trade-off between the impact of changing address(and having
a coexisting period of two nodes with the same IP address)
and the extremely low probabilit y of having addresscolli sion.

Intermediate nodes could decide to store the IP addresses
and public keys of all the nodes they would meet (or of the
last ’N’ nodes, depending on their capabiliti es). That would
allow an earlier detection of duplicated IP addresses in the
network.

An alternative to this solution could be that, when a node
detects that another node is using the same IP address, it
would keep its public/private key pair and change the used
IP address by applying a salt to the algorithm that derives
the IP address from the public key. Salt variations of hash
algorithms have been used in order to avoid dictionary attacks

of passwords [24]. The “salt” is a random string that is added
to the password before being hashed. This idea can be adapted
with a very different purpose. If the statistically unique IP
addressis thederived from thepublic key andasalt (instead of
only from the public key), the node that detects or is informed
that its IP addressis also used by another node can change its
IP addresswithout change its public key by just changing the
salt.

Nevertheless, that would imply that the salt used by a node
should be included in all the routing messages and stored in
all the entries of the routing tables. And, still , the node has
to inform the others of its change of IP address. Therefore, it
will not be used for the purpose of this paper.

In conclusion, the approach described in this section handles
properly the very unlikely situation of two nodes with the
same IP address, without adding any complexity to the typical
situation. Next section, explains how to reduce the number
of verification of signatures which reduces importantly the
computer power required by a node to run SAODV.

IV. DELAY ED VERIFICATION OF SIGNATURES

As stated in the introduction, there has been some concern
(e.g., [2], [3], [4]) that SAODV’s signatures might require a
processing power that might be excessive for certain kinds
of ad hoc scenarios. This section addresses this problem by
revising one of SAODV’s security requirements from the list
that was stated in [1].

A. Security Requirements

The security requirements that will be provided are source
authentication and integrity (that combined provide data au-
thentication) and delayed import authorization.

Import authorization was defined in [1] as:

• Impor t author ization: Theultimate authority about rout-
ing messages regarding a certain destination node is that
node itself. Therefore, a node will only authorize route
information in its routing table if that route information
concerns the node that is sending the information. In this
way, if a malicious node lies about it, the only thing it
will cause is that others will not be able to route packets
to the malicious node.

Delayed import authorization allows to have route entries
and route entry deletions in the routing table that are pending
of verification. They will be verified whenever the node has
spared processor time or before these entries should be used
to forward data packages.

The security requirements will not include confidentiality
and non-repudiation because they are not necessarily critical
services in the context of routing [9]. They will not include
either availabilit y (since an attacker can focus on the physical
layer without bothering to study the routing protocol) and they
will not address the problem of compromised nodes (since it
is arguably not critical in nonmilit ary scenarios).



B. How does it work?

In reactive ad hoc routing protocols, most of the routing
messages that circulate in the network are (by far) route
requests. This is due to the fact that route requests are
broadcast. Route replies are unicast back throughthe selected
path. And, route error messages are unicast down throughthe
tree of nodes that had a route to the now unreachable node
that is advertised by the route error message.

When a node receives a routing message, it creates a new
entry in its routing table (the so called “ reverse route”).
Therefore, after thebroadcast of therouterequest, all thenodes
in the network (or in the broadcast ring) have created reverse
routes to the originator of the route request. From all these
reverse routes, most of them will expire soon (typically all
but the ones that are in the selected path through which the
route reply will t ravel).

Then, the question is: why should all this route requests be
verified (with the consequent delay in the propagation of the
broadcast), when most of them are going to be soon discarded.
The answer is: there is no need to verify them until the
corresponding route reply comes back and the node knows
that it is in the selected path. The other reverse routes will
expire without being verified.

Actually, the two signatures (the ones from the route request
and route reply) will be verified after the node has forwarded
the route reply. In this way transmissions of the route requests
and replies occur without any kind of delay due to the
verification of the signatures.

Following the same idea, the signature of route error mes-
sages (and in general, any routing message that has to be
forwarded) can also be verified after forwarding them.

Routes pending of verification will not be used to forward
any packet. If a packet arrives for a node for which there is a
route pending of verification. The node will have to verify it
before using that route. If the verification fails, it will delete
the route and request a new one.

V. AODV

This section gives an introduction to AODV, necessary to
understand how it is secured and how the key management
technique is applied to it.

Ad Hoc On-Demand Vector Routing (AODV) protocol
[25] is a reactive routing protocol for ad hoc and mobile
networks that maintains routes only between nodes which
need to communicate. The routing messages do not contain
information about the whole route path, but only about the
source and the destination. Therefore, routingmessages do not
have an increasing size. It uses destination sequence numbers
to specify how fresh a route is (in relation to another), which
is used to grant loop freedom.

Whenever a node needs to send a packet to a destination for
which it has no ‘fr esh enough’ route (i.e., a valid route entry
for the destination whose associated sequence number is at
least as great as the ones contained in any RREQ that the node
has received for that destination) it broadcasts a route request
(RREQ) message to its neighbors. Each node that receives

the broadcast sets up a reverse route towards the originator of
the RREQ (unless it has a ‘fr esher’ one). When the intended
destination (or an intermediate node that has a ‘fr esh enough’
route to the destination) receives the RREQ, it replies by
sending a Route Reply (RREP). It is important to note that
the only mutable information in a RREQ and in a RREP is
the hopcount (which is being monotonically increased at each
hop). The RREP travels back to the originator of the RREQ
(this time as a unicast). At each intermediate node, a route to
the destination is set (again, unless the node has a ‘fr esher’
route than the one specified in the RREP). In the case that
the RREQ is replied to by an intermediate node (and if the
RREQ had set this option), the intermediate node also sends
a RREP to the destination. In this way, it can be granted that
the route path is being set up bidirectionally. In the case that
a node receives a new route (by a RREQ or by a RREP) and
the node already has a route ‘as fresh’ as the received one,
the shortest one will be updated.

If there is a subnet (a collection of nodes that are identified
by a common network prefix) that does not use AODV as its
routing protocol and wants to be able to exchange information
with an AODV network, one of the nodes of the subnet can
be selected as their ‘network leader’ . The network leader is
the only node of the subnet that sends, forwards and processes
AODV routingmessages. In every RREP that the leader issues,
it sets the prefix size of the subnet.

In addition to these routing messages, Route Error (RERR)
messages are used to notify the other nodes that certain nodes
are not anymore reachable due to a link breakage.

VI . SAODV

SAODV assumes that thereisakey management sub-system
that makes it possible for each ad hoc node to obtain public
keys from the other nodesof the network. Further, each ad hoc
node is capable of securely verifying the association between
the identity of a given ad hoc node and the public key of that
node. This paper provides a possible solution of how this can
be achieved. This section providesan overview to SAODV that
will be need it to understand how this solution is applied to
SAODV. Please, refer to [1] for a detailed analysis of SAODV.

Two mechanisms are used to secure the AODV messages:
digital signatures to authenticate the non-mutable fields of the
messages, and hash chains to secure the hopcount information
(the only mutable information in the messages). For the non-
mutable information, authentication is perform in an end-to-
endmanner, but thesame kind of techniquescannot be applied
to the mutable information.

The information relative to the hash chains and the signa-
tures is transmitted with the AODV message as an extension
message (let us refer to it as Signature Extension). To see
the exact format of the SAODV Signature Extensions, please,
refer to the version 0 of the SAODV draft [26].

A. SAODV hash chains

SAODV uses hash chains to authenticate the hop count of
RREQ and RREP messages in such a way that allows every



TABLE I

POSSIBLE VA LUES OF THE SIGNATURE METHOD FIELD

Value Signature method

0 Reserved

1 RSA [27]

2 Elli ptic curve [28]

3-127 Reserved

128-255 Implementation dependent

node that receives the message (either an intermediate node
or the final destination) to verify that the hop count has not
been decremented by an attacker.

The delayed verification could also be applied to the hash
chains. But, since the time that it requires to verify a hash
chain is practically negligible, there is no need for that.

B. SAODV digital signatures

Digital signatures are used to protect the integrity of the
non-mutable data in RREQ and RREP messages. That means
that they sign everything but the Hop Count of the AODV
message and the Hash from the SAODV extension.

When a RREQ is received by the destination itself, it will
reply with a RREP only if it fulfills the AODV’s requirements
to do so. This RREP will be sent with a RREP Signature
Extension.

When a node receives a RREP, it first verifies the signature
before creating or updating a route to that host. Only if the
signature is verified, will it store the route with the signature
of the RREP and the li fetime.

VII . SAODV WITH DELAY ED VERIFICATION AND KEY

MANAGEMENT

This section shows how SAODV could be modify to imple-
ment the different techniques developed in this paper.

A. New fields

The public key should be included in the routing messages
that are signed, so that the nodes can verify the signature.
Since, obviously, that public key should be signed by the
signature, it is placed before the signature field.

The identifier of the algorithm that is used to sign the mes-
sage is specified in the Signature Method field. The possible
valuesareshown in Table I (beingmandatory to support RSA).
Since SAODV could allow more than one possible signature
method, it might happen that a node has to verify a signature
with a method it does not know. If this happens the node will
consider that the verification of the signature has failed.

This implies that all the nodes that form part of a MANET
network should know all the methods used by all the other
nodes to sign their messages. This is not a problem since,
typically, all nodes of a MANET network will use the same
method (or two different methods the most). The fact that
there is more than one possible signature methods is because
different networksmay have tighter security requirements than
some others and, therefore, use different signature methods.

B. Network Leaders

The original SAODV design established that besides how
key distribution is achieved, when distributing a public key,
this should bebinded to the identity of thenode(of course) and
also to its netmask (in the case the node is a network leader).
This was to prevent the type attack in which a malicious node
becomes a black hole for a whole subnet by claiming that it
is their network leader.

In the new approach presented in this paper, ad hoc nodes
will t ypically never be network leaders. Network leaders will
be only fixed nodes that typically give access to the fixed
network and the nodes in the MANET network should know
their IP addresses, prefix size and public keys.

Network leaders will not change its IP addressin case that
there is a MANET node that happen to generate the same IP
address. A node generating its IP address will check if the
resulting IP address corresponds to the network leader or to
the subnet corresponding to its prefix size. A node detecting
another node using the network leader IP address or any of
the ones corresponding to the leader subnet will i nform to the
MANET node, and not to the network leader.

C. Generation of the IP address

SAODV can generate the IP addresses is very similar to
the generation of SUCV (Statistically Unique and Crypto-
graphically Verifiable) addresses [22]. SUCV addresses where
designed to protect BindingUpdates in Mobile IPv6. Themain
difference between SUCV and the method proposed in this
paper is that SUCV addresses are generated by hashing an
“ imprint” in addition to the public key. That imprint (that can
be a random value) is used to limit certain attacks related to
Mobile IP.

In SAODV, the addresscan be anetwork prefix of 64 bits
with a 64 bit SAODV HID (Half IDentifier) or a 128 bit
SAODV FID (Identifier). These two identifiers are generated
almost in the same way than the sucvHID and the sucvID
in SUCV (with the difference that they do not include an
imprint):

SAODV HID = SHA1HMAC 64(PublicKey)

SAODV FID = SHA1HMAC 128(PublicKey)

There will be aflag in the SAODV routing message exten-
sions (the ’H’ flag) that will be set to ’1’ if the IP address is
a HID and to ’0’ if it is a FID.

Finally, if it has to be areal IPv6 address, there is a couple
of things that should be done [29].

If HID is used, then the HID behaves as an interface
identifier and, therefore, its sixth bit (the universal/local bit)
should be set to zero (0) to indicate local scope (because the
IP address is not guaranteed to be globally unique).

And, if FID is used, then a format prefix corresponding to
theMANET network should beoverwritten to theFID. Format
prefixes ’010’ through ’110’ are unassigned and would take
only three bits of the FID. Format prefixes ’1110’ through
’1111 1110 0’ are also unassigned and they would take



Fig. 1. SAODV daemon

between 4 and 9 bits of the FID. All of these format prefixes
required to have to have 64-bit interfaceidentifiers in EUI-64
format, so universal/local bit should be set to zero (0).

This paper does not propose a scheme for IPv4 since the
author considers the length of an IPv4 addressto be too short
to provide the statistical uniquenessthat this scheme requires.

D. Duplicated IP AddressDetection

SAODV can deal with the duplicated IP addressproblem as
described in section III . Duplicate Address(DADD) Detected
message is send to notify to a node that its addressis already
being used by another node. New Address(NADD) Notifica-
tion Message is used to inform that the node has change key
pair and IP address. Finally, New Address Acknowledgment
(NADD-ACK) Message is used to confirm the reception of
the NADD. In SAODV, NADD is always unicast (never
broadcast).

E. Implementation Considerations

When a node needs to send or to forward a packet to a
destination for which it does not have an active route, first it
will check if it has a route pending of validation. If it does, it
will t ry to validate it and, if it was successfully validated, it
will mark it as active and use it. If after all this there is not
an active route the node will start a route discovery process.

As shown in figure 1, only once the validation is done
successfully, the route is incorporated in the routing table
of the node. That avoids doing dirty hacks into the routing
table of the operating system of the node: The packets can be
routed normally, and only when there is a route lookup that
the routing table cannot resolve, the petition is captured by
the SAODV routing daemon.

Figure 2 shows that in the case where there is a routing

Fig. 2. SAODV daemon with a routing middleware

middleware (like zebra1 or quagga2), the middleware routing
table will contain the validated routes from the SAODV dae-
mon combined with the ones from the other routing daemons
and the routing table in the kernel the ones with lowest
“administrative distance” (in case there is a route to the same
destination provided by two different routing daemons).

Talkingabout administrativedistances, noneof the MANET
routing protocols that are being designed or standardized
have specified which would be the appropriate administrative
distance for them. Let us look to the “standard de facto”
(Cisco, Zebra, etc.) default administrative distance values.
Probably a good default distance value would be between
160(Cisco’s On-Demand Routing) and 170(external routes in
EIGRP). Therefore, this paper recommends a default distance
value of 165 for SAODV (and also for AODV in general).

VIII . SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulations were done with 30 nodes movingat a max-
imum speed of 10metersper secondin a square of 1000x1000
meters. They established 10 connections that started between
second 0and second 25(accordingto an uniform distribution).
The simulation time was of 100seconds, and the connections
where constant bit rate (a packet of 512 each 0.25 seconds).

The simulations have used as routing protocols: plain
AODV, SAODV with RSA, SAODV with ECC (Elli ptic
Curve Cryptography), and SAODV with delayed verification
(SAODV2 in the figure) with ECC. There is no point to use
delayed verification with RSA since its verification time is
completely negligible. RSA and ECC have used key lengths
with equivalent security (1368 bit RSA and 160 bit ECC).

Table II shows the times for signing/verifying in a Compaq
iPAQ 3670 (206Mhz, 16M ROM, 64M RAM) according to

1www.zebra.org
2www.quagga.net



TABLE II

TIMES FOR A COMPAQ IPAQ 3670

RSA DSA ECC

Key length 1368 1368 160

Sign 210 90 42

Verify 6 110 160

Fig. 3. Simulation Results

The delay is measured in milli seconds

[30]. DSA isnot used in thesimulationsas it presents theworst
of RSA and ECC (slow signature and verification, and fast
increase of computational overhead as the key length needs to
be bigger).

Figure3 shows the averaged result of the simulations. There
were practically no differencesamongthe routing protocols in
packet delivery fraction (that was around 90 percent) and in
normalized routing load (that was around 1).

One could expect quite different results with some other
simulation scenarios, but almost always having SAODV with
delayed verification and ECC as the best of the SAODV
options and with a performance very close to plain AODV.

In the future, when longer keys are needed, ECC results
will l ook even better than with the key lengths used in these
simulations. This is due to the fact that, as they key size
increases the computational overhead of ECC increases much
more slowlier.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Althoughit is true that there is no way to preclude anode
of inventing many identities, that cannot be used to create an
attack against the secure routing algorithm.

Delayed verification makes possible that a malicious node
creates invalid route requests that could flood the MANET
network. But, the same malicious node can flood the network
with perfectly valid route requests. And there would be no

easy way to know if it is trying to flood the network or if it
is just trying to see if any of its friend nodes are present in
the network (for instance).

As explained in the paper an attacker cannot forge a
public/privatekey pair from an IP address so the identity token
becomes the IP address itself.

With the current technology, SAODV with delayed verifi-
cation and ECC provides security features to AODV with an
almost negligible performance penalty.

In the future, when longer keys are required, the gain of
using delayed verification in conjunction to ECC compared to
other SAODV options will be even bigger that it is nowadays.
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Abstract

When arouting protocol for manet networks(mobileand
ad hoc networks) does a route discovery, it does not dis-
cover the shortest route but the route through which the
route request floodtraveled faster. In addition, sincenodes
are moving, a route that was the shortest one at discovery
timemight stop beingso in quitea short period of time. This
causes, not only a much bigger end-to-end delay, but also
more colli sionsand afaster power consumption.

In order to avoid all the performance lossdue to these
problems, this paper develops a technique to periodically
discover shortcuts to theactiveroutesthat can beused with
any destination vector routing protocol. It also shows how
the same mechanism can be used as a bidirectional route
recovery mechanism.

1 Introduction

One of the main consequences, if we are using IEEE
802.11b wirelesscards, of the so-called “gray zones” de-
fined and studied in [4], is that the shortest path is not al-
waysa good path. “Gray zones” are zones in which a node
can receive short broadcast messages but not reasonably
largedatamessages from a certain node.

Thismeansthat findingamethodto discover theshortest
path (or a shorter path) is not necessarily a very goodidea.
Sincethereisnothingthat tellsusthat thisnewly discovered
routewill bebetter than theoriginal one.

Nevertheless, if we use one of the proposed solutions
mentioned in [4] we can be quite sure that the routes will
not contain any “gray link” . And then, the shortest path
will be, with high probabilit y oneof thebest path (if not the
best).

Section 2 describes the mechanism used to perform
shortcut detection. Section 3 explains how the same tech-
niques can be applied to perform route repair. Section 4
gives a short overview of AODV needed to understand the

following section. Section 5 studies how to use the mech-
anisms described in this paper in conjunction with AODV
as base routing protocol. Finally, section 6 takes a look at
related work.

2 Shortcut Detection

In order to detect possible shortcuts in active routes,
source and destination of any active route will periodically
(with jitterized periods) start ashortcut discovery by issuing
a “Shortcut Request” (SREQ). The SREQ will be arouting
message that will be broadcast with TimeToLive equal to
zero.

Therefore, all the neighbors will receive it (without the
need to be in promiscuous mode) but will not re-broadcast
it. If any of the nodes that receive the request knows a
shortcut it will reply with a “Shortcut Reply” (SREP) that
will contain information about that shortcut. The node (or
nodes) that will receive aSREQ, arepart of the current route
and have not generated SREQ yet, will also generate an-
other SREQ.

This will be doneuntil the other end of the bidirectional
route receives an SREQ and also originates one. This last
SREQ is sent because shortcuts that use adifferent link to
that end of the routewould not bediscovered otherwise.

One could think that generating SREQs with TimeTo-
Live equal to 1 would make more shortcuts to be discov-
ered. Nevertheless, thiswould generatemuchmorenetwork
traffic in the zone.

2.1 Shor tcut Routes

Upon receival of SREQs, nodes will create “shortcut
routes” with a shorter live time than the other routes. And,
in a very similar manner to how reverse routes work, they
will be deleted quite soon if the node does not receive a
SREP confirming that there is a shortcut. The differenceis
that shortcut routes cannot be used until they are not con-
firmed by the corresponding SREP, since we do not know



if, in effect, there is a shortcut nor the resulting distancein
hopsof using that shortcut.

2.2 Shor tcut Requests

Shortcut Requestswill contain theboth endsof the bidi-
rectional current route with the corresponding distance in
hopsto them. In the casetherouting protocol uses sequence
numbers, it will also include the corresponding sequence
numbersof the routes to both ends.

2.3 Shor tcut Replies

Shortcut Replies might just be normal route reply mes-
sages, maybewith aflag that indicatesthat they are ashort-
cut reply.

2.4 One-Hop Shor tcuts

One-hopshortcuts occur when two non-neighbor nodes
that were part of a route discover that they are now neigh-
bors. They arequite easy to discover: When anodereceives
a SREQ, it can check if the node can be part of a one-hop
shortcut by doing the following:

• Verify that the sequencenumbers of the route to each
of the end pointsof thebidirectional route arethesame
in the received SREQ and in its routing table.

• Verify that the hop count of the bidirectional route
(sum of the hop counts to each of the end points of
thereceived SREQ or of itsown routingtables) isbig-
ger than the hop count of the possible shortcut route
(sum of the smallest hopcount of the received SREQ
with the hopcount of the route to the other end point
registered in the routing tableplusone).

Figure 1 shows an example. There is a bidirectional
routefrom ′S′ to ′D′. ′A′ and ′C′ movetowardseach other
until they becomeneighbors. If ′S′ startsashortcut discov-
ery, ′A′ will send a SREQ that ′C′ will receive. Then, it
will seethat the current bidirectional route (1 + 3 or 3 + 1)
is longer than the possible shortcut (1 + 1 + 1) and it will
sendSREPs to both end points through′A′ and ′C′.

2.5 Two-Hop Shor tcuts

Two-hopshortcutsoccur when anodeisneighbor of two
nodesthat arepart of aroutein which they arethreeor more
hopsaway from each other.

In order to be ableto detect two-hopshortcuts, each node
needs to keep track of the SREQs that it has received re-
cently (just in the same way that it needs to keep track of

Figure 1. One-hop Shortcut Detection

the rebroadcast route requests to avoid rebroadcasting the
sameroute request more than once).

If a nodereceivesa SREQ for a routewhich hasalready
received another SREQ, it will check if it is part of a two-
hopshortcut routeby doingthe following:

• Verify that the sequencenumbers of the route to each
of the end pointsof thebidirectional route arethesame
in both SREQs.

• Verify that the hop count of the bidirectional route
(sum of the hop counts to each of the end points of
any of the two SREQs) is bigger than the hop count
of thepossibleshortcut route(sum of thesmallest hop
count of oneSREQ with the smallest hopcount of the
other SREQ plus two).

Figure 2. Two-hop Shortcut Detection

Figure 2 shows an example. There is a bidirectional
route that goes from ′S′ to ′D′. Nodes move, and later on
′N ′ is a new neighbor of ′A′ and ′D′. Either ′S′ or ′D′ de-
cide that it is time for a new shortcut discovery. This short-
cut discovery will be propagated throughthe route. There-
fore, ′N ′ will receiveSREQs from both ′A′ and ′D′. It will



check their contentsand it will seethat thehopcount of the
current bidirectional route(1+3 or 4+0) isbigger than the
hopcount of theshortcut route(1+0+2). Andit will send
SREPs to both end pointsof thebidirectional route through
′A′ and ′D′.

In the case ′N ′ would beneighbor of only ′A′ and ′C′, it
will seethat the current route (1 + 3 or 3 + 1) is not longer
than the possibleshortcut (1 + 1 + 2).

2.6 Other Kind of Shor tcuts

Figure 3 shows an example of a three-hopshortcut that
cannot be shortcut in any way by the method presented in
this paper. This kind of situation will happen seldomly in
networkswith certain density of nodes.

Figure 3. Three-hop Shortcut

However, in anetwork with certain density of nodes it is
highly probablethat routesthat arenot theshortest onescan
beshortcut by one-hopandtwo-hopshortcuts.

A method could be designed to also detect three-hop
shortcuts, but it would imply too much traffic. Basically, it
could consist in that receiversof the shortcut requests from
the nodes that are in the current route would also send the
request to its neighbors.

3 RouteRepair

Somerouting protocols in manet networkshave amech-
anism to try to repair abroken route(dueto alink breakage)
that does not imply a complete route discovery. An exam-
plewould bethe “local repair” in AODV [6] in which when
a link used to send data packets breaks, the node upstream

of the link that got broken may (if it was close to the desti-
nation) doaroutediscovery of thedestination broadcasting
the route request with a TimeToLive that is assumed to be
enoughto reach thedestination.

Thismethod hastheproblemthat it only repairstheroute
in one direction. Chancesare, that the route is used in both
directions. Therefore, if it only repairs the route in one di-
rection, another routediscovery will beneeded to repair the
route in theother direction.

A possiblesolution, would beto usetheshortcut discov-
ery method described in this paper to do the route repair.
To doso, when a link breakage occurs, the two nodes that
were connected through that link will i nitiate a “repaired
routediscovery” . This repaired routediscovery will consist
of sending a SREQ to the end of the route to which they
are still connected. The differences with a normal SREQ
messagewill be:

• Themessagewill beflagged as repair routeSREQ.

• Thehopcount to the endpoint that isnot available any-
more will be set to infinity (typically indicated by the
value255).

• Optionally, the original SREQ (the one originated by
oneof the two nodes that were connected throughthat
link) might be also forwarded by all their immediate
neighbors that were not part of the original route. Of
course, if they forward it, the forwarded SREQ should
have increased the hopcount that is not set to infinity
in theSREQ (to account for thenew hopthat hasbeen
done).

Figure 4. Propagation o f SREQs

Figure 4 shows how SREQs are propagated. End points
of thepreviousroute aremarked as ′E′. Thetwo nodesthat
where connected throughthe link that has just broken are



mark as ′B′ and intermediate nodes that where part of the
route as ′I ′. Theneighborsof the ′B′ nodesthat arenot part
of the route but will forward the SREQ are marked as ′F ′

nodes. The rest of the nodes that will receive aSREQ are
marked as ′R′ nodes. Finally, theother nodesaremarked as
′N ′.

Due to the fact that the neighbors of the ′B′ nodes (the
′F ′ nodes) forward the SREQs, there will be abroader dif-
fusion of theSREQs in the zonenearby the link breakage.

Figure 5 shows how routes get repaired. When ′N ′ re-
ceivesbothSREQsand updatesitsroutingtable, it will send
both SREPs to ′S′ and ′D′ and the route will be repaired.
Theroutingtableof ′N ′ isupdated in thefollowingmanner:
Sinceit receives two SREQs for the route between ′S′ and
′D′, oneof them with afinitehopcount to ′S′ andtheother
with a finite hopcount to ′D′, it can deducethat it can doa
shortcut route between ′S′ and ′D′ incrementing the finite
hopcounts that were in the SREQs by one (to account for
the last hopthemessagesdid to arrive to ′N ′).

Figure 5. Simple Repaired Route Discovery

Figure 6 shows a more complicated example, in which
the neighborsof the nodes that were connected throughthe
link that broke will also forward the SREQ. This increases
the chancesof gettingthe routerepaired, but impliesa littl e
bit more traffic.

4 AODV

This section givesan introductionto AODV, necessary to
understand how the techniques explained in this paper can
be applied to it.

Figure 6. Repaired Route Discovery with Ad-
ditional Forwarding b y neighbo rs

Ad Hoc On-Demand Vector Routing (AODV) protocol
[6] is a reactive routing protocol for ad hoc andmobilenet-
worksthat maintainsroutesonly between nodeswhich need
to communicate. The routing messages do not contain in-
formation about the whole route path. Instead, they only
contain informationabout thesource and destination nodes.
Therefore, routingmessagesdo not have an increasingsize.
It usesdestinationsequencenumbersto specify how fresh a
route is (in relation to another), which is used to grant loop
freedom.

Whenever a nodeneeds to sendapacket to a destination
for which it has no ‘fr esh enough’ route (i.e., a valid route
entry for thedestinationwhose associated sequencenumber
is at least as great as the ones contained in any RREQ that
the node has received for that destination) it broadcasts a
route request (RREQ) message to its neighbors. Each node
that receives the broadcast sets up a reverse route towards
the originator of the RREQ (unlessit has a ‘fr esher’ one).
When theintended destination(or an intermediatenodethat
has a ‘fr esh enough’ route to the destination) receives the
RREQ, it repliesby sendingaRouteReply (RREP). It isim-
portant to notethat theonly mutableinformationin aRREQ
and in a RREP is the hopcount (which is being monotoni-
cally increased at each hop). The RREP travelsback to the
originator of the RREQ (this time as a unicast). At each
intermediate node, a route to the destination is set (again,
unlessthe node has a ‘fr esher’ route than the one specified



in the RREP). In the case that the RREQ is replied to byan
intermediatenode(andif theRREQ had set thisoption), the
intermediatenode also sends a RREP to the destination. In
this way, it can be granted that the route path is being set
up bidirectionally. In the case that a node receives a new
route (by a RREQ or by a RREP) and the node already has
a route ‘as fresh’ as the received one, the shortest one will
beupdated.

In addition to these routing messages, Route Error
(RERR) messages are used to notify the other nodes that
certain nodesarenot anymorereachabledueto alink break-
age.

5 AODV-SDR

AODV-SDR (AODV with shortcut discovery and route
repair) incorporates two new types of messages: Shortcut
REQuest (SREQ) and Shortcut REPly (SREP). The format
of thesemessages is shown in figures7 and 8, and its fields
arespecified in the tables1 and 2.

Figure 7. Shortcut Request (SREQ) Message
Format

Figure 8. Shortcut Reply (RREP) Message
Format

SREQs have a “R flag” that is set if theSREQ is used to
do a route repair. They also contain a “SREQ ID” , that is
a sequencenumber that identifies uniquely the SREQ with

Table 1. Shortcut Request Message Fields
Field Value
Type 64
R flag The flag that indicates that this is a

repair routeSREQ.
Reserved Sent as0; ignored onreception.
HopCount 1 Thehopcount to the end point 1.
HopCount 2 Thehopcount to the end point 2.
SREQ ID A sequencenumber uniquely identi-

fying the SREQ with then end point
1.

End Point 1 IP
Address

The IP addressof the end point 1.

End Point 1 Next
Hop

The next hopin the route to the end
point 1.

End Point 1 Se-
quenceNumber

Thesequencenumber of therouteto
the end point 1.

End Point 2 IP
Address

The IP addressof the end point 2.

End Point 2 Next
Hop

The next hopin the route to the end
point 2.

End Point 2 Se-
quenceNumber

Thesequencenumber of therouteto
the end point 2.

Table 2. Shortcut Reply Message (RREP with
the ’S’ flag) Fields

Field Value
Type 2
R flag Repair flag. It isused for multicast.
A flag Acknowledgment required flag.
S flag Theflag that indicatesthat isashort-

cut reply.
Reserved Sent as0; ignored onreception.
Prefix Size Specifies the prefix size of the ad-

dress.
HopCount Thehopcount from theoriginator to

thedestination.
Destination IP
Address

The IP addressof the destination.

Destination Se-
quenceNumber

The destination sequence number
associated to this route.

Originator IP Ad-
dress

TheIPaddressof thenodefor which
the route is supplied.

Lifetime The li fetime in milli seconds of the
route.



the end point that originated the SREQ. In case this SREQ
was originated due to a route repair both nodes that where
connected throughthe link that broke will generateSREQs
that will probably havedifferent sequencenumbers.

SREQs also contain the following information about
both end points of the route: IP address, the next hop of
theroute that goesto the end point, thesequencenumber of
that route, and thehopcount to the end point.

SREPs are basically AODV’s “Route Reply” (RREP)
messages with a flag set to indicate that they are SREPs.
Once the shortcut is discovered they propagate back the
shortcut route. Therefore they contain all the information
about that route: hopcount, IPaddress, li fetime, etc.

6 Related Work

In discussions in the manet maili ng list was argued that
distancevector routing protocolswherenot discoveringthe
shortest route, but the onethroughwhich the routerequests
wherebroadcasted faster.

“Coping with Communication Gray Zones in IEEE
802.11b based Ad hoc Networks” by Lundgren et al. [4]
(published in 2002) was a paper that came out as a result
of physical experimentation with real ad hoc networks. In
the paper they find out different solutions to cope with the
“gray zones” (zones throughwhich short broadcast packets
are received but not datapackets).

Therefore, it wasclear that, on onehand, distancevector
routing protocolsdid not discover theshortest path andthat,
on theother hand, theshortest path wasnot always the best
path (not if oneof the links isa “gray link” ).

In 2003, somepublicationstried to addressthisproblem.
Like SHORT [2], that also tries to find shortcuts, but in or-
der to dothat all datapacketsmust carry certain information
(like a “hop count” ). Which is a very strong requirement
that would, arguably, render it unfeasiblefor a lot of scenar-
ios. It isalways temptingto addcontrol informationin data
packets. It simplifies the problem you are trying to solve,
but it complicatesextremely the problems in the rest of the
system.

In addition, SHORT fails to findshortcuts in a very sim-
ple scenarios (when the shortcut involves the sourcenode,
when the short cut involves the destination node, ...). Fi-
nally, it also failsto lookat theroutesasbidirectional routes.

A paper by De Couto et al. [1] defines a metric to mea-
sure the throughput of a multi -hop route to be used with
DSDV [5] andDSR [3]. It expects that nodeswill calculate
thethroughput using dedicated link probepackets. But, it is
not clear how a node collects information of the links that
are far away from him to doall thestatistics.

There are other papers, that try to address route effi-
ciency by finding minimum energy disjoint paths, like this
oneby SrinivasandModiano [7].

7 Conclusion

This paper provides a technique that can be used with
any destination vector routing protocol in a manet net-
work to periodically discover shortcuts to the active routes.
Therefore, making the network communications much
more optimal. In addition, it also shows how the same
mechanism can be used as a bidirectional route recovery
mechanism. Finally, it specifieshow to implement thistech-
niqueson top of theAODV routing protocol.
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1. Introduction

   In an ad hoc network, from the point of view of a routing protocol,

   there are two kinds of messages: the routing messages and the data

   messages. Both have a different nature and different security needs.

   Data messages are point-to-point and can be protected with any point-

   to-point security system (like IPSec). On the other hand, routing

   messages are sent to immediate neighbors, processed, possibly

   modified, and resent.

   Another consequence of the nature of the transmission of routing

   messages is that, in many cases, there will be some parts of those

   messages that will change during their propagation. This is very

   common in Distance-Vector routing protocols, where the routing

   messages usually contain a hop count of the route they are requesting

   or providing. Therefore, in a routing message one could distinguish

   between two types of information: mutable an non-mutable. It is

   desired that the mutable information in a routing message is secured

   in such a way that no trust in intermediate nodes is needed.

   Otherwise, securing the mutable information will be much more

   expensive in computation, plus the overall security of the system

   will greatly decrease.

   Moreover, as a result of the processing of the routing message, a

   node might modify its routing table. This creates the need for the

   intermediate nodes to be able to authenticate the information

   contained in the routing messages (a need that does not exist in

   point-to-point communications).

   SAODV is an extension of the AODV[1] routing protocol that protects

   the route discovery mechanism providing security features like

   integrity and authentication. It uses digital signatures to

   authenticate the non-mutable fields of the messages, and hash chains

   to secure the hop count information (the only mutable information in

   the messages).

   SAODV can use the Simple Ad hoc Key Management (SAKM)[2] as a key

   management system.

2. Preliminary notes

   It is important to have in mind that this paper is describing how to

   protect the routing messages, not the data messages. This section

   contains some preliminary notes about which security features SAODV

   provides, and about IPSec interacting with SAODV.
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2.1. Security Features

   Before designing a protocol extension that provides security to AODV

   it is required to think what are the security needs and what issues

   just cannot be solved. The main thing that cannot be avoid is that

   there might be malicious nodes that do not respect protocols (they

   will forge AODV packets, listen to the others, reply packets in their

   own interests, report errors where there are none, etc).

   It is needed to have integrity, authentication. But what about

   confidentiality? Well, maybe it is needed for scenarios with a very

   high security needs, but it does not make sense if the scenario is a

   public ad hoc network that everybody can joint at any moment.

   Therefore, it is not taken into account in the proposed protocol

   extension.

2.2. Interaction with IPSec

   When trying to use IPSec to secure network transmissions in a MANET

   network, it is needed that the IPSec implementation can use as a

   selector the TCP or UDP port number. Sadly, there are quite many

   implementations that cannot do that. The importance of that is

   because it is needed that the IPSec policy will be able to apply

   certain security mechanisms to the data packets and just bypass the

   routing packets.

3. Overview

   The solution presented in this paper is an extension of the AODV

   protocol mainly by using new extension messages. In these extension

   messages there is a signature of the AODV packet with the private key

   of the original sender of the Routing message (not of the

   intermediate nodes that just forward it).

   Concerning to RREQ and RREP messages there are two alternatives: The

   first one in which only final destinations are allowed to reply a

   RREQ, and the second in which there is no such limitation.

   In the first one, when a RREQ is sent, the sender signs the message.

   Intermediate nodes verify the signature before creating or updating a

   reverse route to that host. And only if the signature is fine they

   store the reverse route. The final destination node signs the RREP

   with its private key. Intermediate and final nodes, again verify the

   signature before creating or updating a route to that host, also

   storing the signature with the route entry.

   In the second one, when a RREQ is sent, the sender signs the message.

   Intermediate nodes verify the signature before creating or updating a
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   reverse route to that host. And, again, only if the signature is fine

   they store the reverse route. But the difference is that the RREQ

   message has also a second signature that is always stored with the

   reverse route. This second signature is needed to be added in the

   gratuitous RREPs of that RREQ and in regular RREPs to future RREQs

   that the node might reply as an intermediate nodes. An intermediate

   node that wants to reply a RREQ needs not only the correct route, but

   also the signature corresponding to that route to add it in the RREP

   and the 'Lifetime' and the 'Originator IP address' fields that work

   with that signature. If it has them, it generates the RREP, (adding

   the stored signature, lifetime and the originator IP address) signs

   the actual lifetime and the actual originator IP address and sends

   it. All the nodes that receive the RREP and that update the route

   store the signature the lifetime and the originator IP address with

   that route.

   If a node wants to be able to reply as an intermediate node for a

   route to a node that has been added due to a RREQ or to a RREP, it

   has to store the 'RREQ Destination' or 'RREP Originator' IP address,

   the lifetime and the signature. And use them as the 'Signature', 'Old

   Lifetime', and 'Old Originator IP address' fields in the RREP-DSE

   message.

   Hello messages are RREP messages, so they are signed in the same way.

   Hello Interval extensions are not signed. There is no attack from

   changing hello interval extension. Actually, if the hello interval

   extension would be added in the signature, the nodes that received a

   hello message from a node 'D' would not be able to reply as

   intermediate node when a node 'S' would issue a RREQ for 'D', because

   they wouldn't have a valid signature for the RREP without the hello

   interval extension.

   Extension messages that include a second signature also include the

   RREP fields (right now only the prefix size) that are not derivable

   from the RREQ but not zeroed when computing the signature.

   RREP-ACK messages may be authentified by using a digital signature,

   that might be verified by any one that receives them.

   Every node, generating or forwarding a RERR message, uses digital

   signatures to sign the whole message and any neighbor that receives

   verifies the signature.

   The hop count of all these messages is authentified by using a hash

   chain.
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4. Terminology

   This memo uses the conventional meanings [3] for the capitalized

   words MUST, SHOULD and MAY. It also uses terminology taken from the

   specifications of AODV and IPSec [4].

5. RREQ (Single) Signature Extension

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |     Type      |    Length     | Hash Function | Max Hop Count |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Top Hash                            |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |  Sign Method  |H|         Reserved            |  Padd Length  |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                          Public Key                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                      Padding (optional)                       |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Signature                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                             Hash                              |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Type         64

   Length       The length of the type-specific data, not including the

                Type and Length fields of the extension in bytes.

   Hash Function

                The hash function used to compute the Hash and Top Hash

                fields.

   Max Hop Count

                The Maximum Hop Count supported by the hop count

                authentication.

   Top Hash     The top hash for the hop count authentication. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.
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   Signature Method

                The signature method used to compute the signatures.

   H            Half Identifier flag. If it is set to '1' indicates the

                use of HID and if it is set to '0' the use of FID.

   Reserved     Sent as 0; ignored on reception.

   Padding Length

                Specifies the length of the padding field in 32-bit

                units. If the padding length field is set to zero, there

                will be no padding.

   Public Key   The public key of the originator of the message. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.

   Padding      Random padding. The size of this field is set in the

                Padding Length field.

   Signature    The signature of the all the fields in the AODV packet

                that are before this field but the Hop Count field. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.

   Hash         The hash corresponding to the actual hop count. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.
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6. RREP (Single) Signature Extension

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |     Type      |    Length     | Hash Function | Max Hop Count |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Top Hash                            |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |  Sign Method  |H|         Reserved            |  Padd Length  |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                          Public Key                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                      Padding (optional)                       |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Signature                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                             Hash                              |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Type         65

   Length       The length of the type-specific data, not including the

                Type and Length fields of the extension in bytes.

   Hash Function

                The hash function used to compute the Hash and Top Hash

                fields.

   Max Hop Count

                The Maximum Hop Count supported by the hop count

                authentication.

   Top Hash     The top hash for the hop count authentication. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.

   Signature Method ... Padding

                The same than in RREQ (Single) Signature Extension.

   Signature    The signature of the all the fields in the AODV packet

                that are before this field but the Hop Count field. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits
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                aligned.

   Hash         The hash corresponding to the actual hop count. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.

7. RREQ Double Signature Extension

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |     Type      |    Length     | Hash Function | Max Hop Count |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                        Reserved                 | Prefix Size |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Top Hash                            |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |  Sign Method  |H|         Reserved            |  Padd Length  |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                          Public Key                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                      Padding (optional)                       |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                       Signature for RREP                      |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Signature                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                             Hash                              |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Type         66

   Length       The length of the type-specific data, not including the

                Type and Length fields of the extension in bytes.

   Hash Function

                The hash function used to compute the Hash and Top Hash

                fields.

   Max Hop Count

                The Maximum Hop Count supported by the hop count

                authentication.
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   Reserved     Sent as 0; ignored on reception.

   Prefix Size  The prefix size field for the RREP (it is 7 bit long to

                allow IPv6 prefixes).

   Top Hash     The top hash for the hop count authentication. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.

   Signature Method ... Padding

                The same than in RREQ (Single) Signature Extension.

   Signature for RREP

                The signature that should be put into the Signature

                field of the RREP Double Signature Extension when an

                intermediate node (that has previously received this

                RREQ and created a reverse route) wants to generate a

                RREP for a route to the source of this RREQ. This field

                has variable length, but it must be 32-bits aligned.

   Signature    The signature of the all the fields in the AODV packet

                that are before this field but the Hop Count field. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned. Both signatures are generated by the requesting

                node.

   Hash         The hash corresponding to the actual hop count. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.
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8. RREP Double Signature Extension

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |     Type      |    Length     | Hash Function | Max Hop Count |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Top Hash                            |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |  Sign Method  |H|         Reserved            |  Padd Length  |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                          Public Key                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                      Padding (optional)                       |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Signature                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                          Old Lifetime                         |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                   Old Originator IP address                   |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   | Sign Method 2 |H|         Reserved            | Padd Length 2 |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                         Public Key 2                          |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                     Padding 2 (optional)                      |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |    Signature of the new Lifetime and Originator IP address    |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                             Hash                              |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Type         67

   Length       The length of the type-specific data, not including the

                Type and Length fields of the extension in bytes.

   Hash Function

                The hash function used to compute the Hash and Top Hash

                fields.
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   Max Hop Count

                The Maximum Hop Count supported by the hop count

                authentication.

   Top Hash     The top hash for the hop count authentication. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.

   Signature Method ... Padding

                The same than in RREQ (Single) Signature Extension.

   Signature    The signature of all the fields of the AODV packet that

                are before this field but the Hop Count field, and with

                the Old Lifetime value instead of the Lifetime. This

                signature is the one that was generated by the

                originator of the RREQ-DSE). This field has variable

                length, but it must be 32-bits aligned.

   Old Lifetime The lifetime that was in the RREP generated by the

                originator of the RREQ-DSE).

   Old Originator IP address

                The Originator IP address that was in the RREP generated

                by the originator of the RREQ-DSE).

   Signature Method 2 ... Padding 2

                The whole block of fields is repeated. This time for the

                'Signature of the New Lifetime and Originator IP

                address' signature.

   Signature of the new Lifetime and Originator IP address

                The signature of the RREP with the actual lifetime (the

                lifetime of the route in the intermediate node) and with

                the actual Originator IP address. This signature is

                generated by the intermediate node. This field has

                variable length, but it must be 32-bits aligned.

   Hash         The hash corresponding to the actual hop count. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.
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9. RERR Signature Extension

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |     Type      |    Length     |           Reserved            |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |  Sign Method  |H|         Reserved            |  Padd Length  |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                          Public Key                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                      Padding (optional)                       |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Signature                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Type         68

   Length       The length of the type-specific data, not including the

                Type and Length fields of the extension in bytes.

   Reserved     Sent as 0; ignored on reception.

   Signature Method ... Padding

                The same than in RREQ (Single) Signature Extension.

   Signature    The signature of the all the fields in the AODV packet

                that are before this field. This field has variable

                length, but it must be 32-bits aligned.
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10. RREP-ACK Signature Extension

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

                                   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                               ... |     Type      |    Length     |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |  Sign Method  |H|         Reserved            |  Padd Length  |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                          Public Key                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                      Padding (optional)                       |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Signature                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Type         69

   Length       The length of the type-specific data, not including the

                Type and Length fields of the extension in bytes.

   Signature Method ... Padding

                The same than in RREQ (Single) Signature Extension.

   Signature    The signature of the all the fields in the AODV packet

                that are before this field. This field has variable

                length, but it must be 32-bits aligned.

11. SAODV Operation

   This section describes how SAODV allows to authenticate the AODV

   routing data. Two mechanisms are used to achieve this: hash chains

   and signatures.

11.1. SAODV Signatures

   When calculating signatures, Hop Count field is always zeroed,

   because it is a mutable field. In the case of the Signature for RREP

   field of the RREQ Double Signature Extension, what is signed is the

   future RREP message that nodes might send back in response to the

   RREQ. To construct this message it uses the values of the RREQ and

   the Prefix Size (the RREP field that is not derivable from the RREQ

   but not zeroed when computing the signature.

   In the case of RREPs, R and A flags are also zeroed. SAODV is not
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   designed taking into account AODV multicast ('R' flag is used in

   multicast) and 'A' flag is mutable and, if an attacker alters it, it

   can only lead to some sort of denial of service.

   Every time a node generates a RREQ it decides if it should be signed

   with a Single Signature Extension or with a Double Signature

   Extension. All implementations MUST support RREQ Single Signature

   Extension, and SHOULD support RREQ Double Signature Extension. A node

   that generates a RREQ with the gratuitous RREP flag set SHOULD sign

   the RREQ with a Double Signature Extension. A node SHOULD never

   generate a RREQ without adding a Signature Extension.

   When a node receives a RREQ, first verify the signature before

   creating or updating a reverse route to that host. Only if the

   signature is verified, it will store the route. If the RREQ was

   received with a Double Signature Extension, then the node will also

   store the signature, the lifetime and the Destination IP address for

   the RREP in the route entry.

   If a node receives a RREQ without a Signature Extension it SHOULD

   drop it.

   An intermediate node will reply a RREQ with a RREP only if fulfills

   the AODV requirements to do so, and the node has the corresponding

   signature and the old lifetime and old originator IP address to put

   into the 'Signature', 'Old Lifetime' and 'Old Originator IP address'

   fields of the RREP Double Signature Extension. Otherwise, it will

   rebroadcast the RREQ.

   When a RREQ is received by the destination itself, it will reply with

   a RREP only if fulfills the AODV requirements to do so. This RREP

   will be sent with a RREP Single Signature Extension.

   All implementations MUST support RREP Single Signature Extension, and

   SHOULD support RREP Double Signature Extension. A node SHOULD never

   generate a RREP without adding a Signature Extension. This also

   applies to gratuitous RREPs.

   When a node receives a RREP, first verifies the signature before

   creating or updating a route to that host. Only if the signature is

   verified, it will store the route with the signature and the lifetime

   and the originator IP address of the RREP. If a node receives a RREP

   without a Signature Extension it SHOULD drop it.

   Every node, generating or forwarding a RERR message, uses digital

   signatures to sign the whole message and any neighbor that receives

   verifies the signature. In this way it can verify that the sender of

   the RERR message is really the one that claims to be. And, since
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   destination sequence numbers are not singed by the corresponding

   node, a node SHOULD never update any destination sequence number of

   its routing table based on a RRER message.

   Although nodes will not trust destination sequence numbers in a RERR

   message, they will use them to decide whether they should invalidate

   a route or not.

   RREP-ACK messages MAY be authentified by using the RREP-ACK Signature

   Extension.

   The block 'Signature Method ... Padding' is included before the

   'Signature' field in all the extension messages, and before the

   'Signature of the new Lifetime and Originator IP address' field in

   the RREQ-DSE message.

   SAKM specifies the list of possible values of the Signature Method

   field and how public keys and signatures are encoded en the extension

   messages.

11.2. SAODV Hash Chains

   Hash chains are used in SAODV to authenticate the hop count of the

   AODV routing messages (not only by the end points, but by any node

   that receives one of those messages).

   Every time a node wants to send a RREQ or a RREP it generates a

   random number (seed). Selects a Maximum Hop Count. Maximum Hop Count

   SHOULD be set to the TTL value in the IP header, and it SHOULD never

   exceed its configuration parameter NET_DIAMETER. The Hash field in

   the Signature Extension is set to the seed. The Top Hash field is set

   to the seed hashed Max Hop Count times.

   Every time a node receives a RREQ or a RREP it verifies the hop count

   by hashing Max Hop Count - Hop Count times the Hash field, and

   checking that the resultant value is the same than the Top Hash. If

   the check fails, the node SHOULD drop the packet.

   Before rebroadcasting a RREQ or forwarding a RREP, a node hashes one

   time the Hash field in the Signature Extension.

   The function used to compute the hash is set in the Hash Function

   field. Since this field is signed, a forwarding node will only be

   able to use the same hash function that the originator of the routing

   message has selected. If an node cannot verify or forward a routing

   message because it does not support the hash function that has been

   used, then it drops the packet.
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   The list of possible values of the Hash Function field are the same

   as the one for the hash functions used for the signature ('Hash F

   Sign') that are specified in SAKM.

12. Adaptations to AODV that are needed

   According to the AODV RFC, the originator of a RREQ can put (on

   purpose) a much more bigger destination sequence number than the real

   one. This allows a very easy attack that consists in setting the

   destination sequence number to 0xFFFFFFFF (the maximum value that

   fits in the 32-bits field). Then, the originator of the RREP and all

   the intermediate nodes will have that as sequence number for the

   route. The next time the node increments the sequence number, its

   sequence number counter will overflow. This might cause completely

   unexpected results, none of them good.

   The fact that the originator of the RREQ can set the sequence number

   of the destination is because it is going to be needed if the

   destination node has rebooted (see section 6.13. 'Actions After

   Reboot' in the AODV RFC). After rebooting, a node does not remember

   its sequence number anymore and trusts anybody that sends to it a

   RREQ with the number. But this just cannot be allowed.

   Therefore, all the AODV-enabled nodes SHOULD have a way to keep their

   destination sequence number even after rebooting. In addition, in the

   case that the destination sequence number in the RREQ is bigger than

   the destination sequence number of the destination node, the

   destination node SHOULD NOT take into account the value in the RREQ.

   Instead, it will realize that the originator of the RREQ is

   misbehaving and will send the RREP with the right sequence number.

   Finally, and concerning to the AODV port (the UDP port used to send

   AODV messages), AODV nodes SHOULD never accept AODV messages sent

   from a different port than the standard one.

13. Security Considerations

   The goal of the protocol extension described here, is to achieve that

   a node that plans to build an attack by not behaving according to the

   AODV routing protocol, will be only able to selectively don't reply

   to certain routing messages and to lie about information about

   itself. Nevertheless, It does not do much to avoid denial-of-service

   attacks.

   If a malicious node receives a packet and resends it after a while,

   it will not alter the network topology because of the sequence number

   system.
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   It might seem that lifetime is not very strongly authenticated in the

   case that intermediate nodes are allowed to reply RREQs, because they

   could lie about the lifetime. Anyway, the goal of the protocol

   extension is achieved, because the node would be only lying about

   itself.

   What about the originator IP address (also in the case that

   intermediate nodes are allowed to reply RREQs)? If an intermediate

   node lies about it, the RREP will travel to the fake originator IP

   address but the routes that will be generated by the nodes that will

   propagate the routing message will be correct. So the attack is

   practically equivalent to the one in which the intermediate node

   ignores the RREQ.

   Using hash chains for authentifying hop counter has a problem: A

   malicious node forwarding a route might not increment the hop counter

   by using the same hash value. If it does so, the subsequent nodes

   will think that this route is one hop shorter (having more chances to

   be chosen as the route to use). This is not really a big threat,

   because to launch an attack, a group of malicious nodes should be

   close to the shortest path (each of the malicious nodes forwarding

   the routing messages would not increment the hop counter), and the

   less malicious nodes are, the more close they have to be to the

   shortest path.  A path that is changing with the time.

14. Modifications of the draft

   Version 5

   - The intro has been changed.

   - RERR cannot use delayed verification.

   - The key management part has been moved to draft-guerrero-manet-

   sakm-00.txt. And now is called 'Simple Ad hoc Key Management (SAKM)'.

   Version 4

   - 'A' flag is not signed (as proposed by Francesco Dolcini). Neither

   is 'R' flag.

   - Section 14.4. SAODV Key Management: IPv4 addresses can now be

   generated in a similar fashion than IPv6 ones.

   - Section 7. RREQ Double Signature Extension: Prefix Size is now 7

   bit long to be able to hold IPv6 Prefix Sizes.

   Version 3
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   - Clarification: Now, in section '3. Overview', it explicitly says

   that Hello Interval extension is not signed.

   - Adds sections: '14.1.1. Encoding of Public Key and Signature',

   '14.1.2. Signature Method #1 (RSA)', '14.1.3. Signature Method #2

   (DSA)' and '14.1.4. Signature Method #3 (ElGamal)'.

   - Clarification: Now all lengths specify if we are talking about

   bytes or 32-bit words.

   - In section '14.4. SAODV Key Management', adds the list of what is

   used as PublicKey depending on which Signature Method is use.

   - In section '14.2. SAODV Hash Chains', the list of hash functions

   has changed, and now includes more hash functions. Note that the hash

   functions that already existed in the previous version now have a

   different value.

   Version 2

   - Correction: In section '14.1. SAODV Signatures' instead of "and the

   lifetime (that is REV_ROUTE_LIFE) and the Originator IP address for

   the RREP in the route entry" now it says "the lifetime and the

   Destination IP address for the RREP in the route entry.". Thanks to

   Moritz Killat.

   - Adds a bit more of explanation of what a node has to do if it wants

   to be able to reply as an intermediate node for a route that has been

   added due to a RREQ or to a RREP in the section '3. Overview'.

   - Correction: When an intermediate node generates a RREP, the

   'Originator IP Address' of the AODV message with a RREP-DSE might be

   different than the one that was in the RREQ with a RREQ-DSE (so we

   have to add a field in the RREP-DSE for the old Originator IP Address

   just in the same way as we do with the lifetime). Thanks to Moritz

   Killat for noticing it.

   - Correction: In RREQ-DSE 'Signature' should also sign the 'Signature

   for RREP' and, to make things clear the 'Signature for RREP' field

   goes before the 'Signature' field. I noticed this when discussing the

   DSE mechanism with Moritz Killat.

   - Correction: Hash functions must be MD5 and SHA1 (not HMACs). Thanks

   to Varaporn Pangboonyanon for noticing it.

   - Correction: In the HMACs used to get the SAODV_HID and the

   SAODV_FID, the data to which the HMACs are going to be applied was

   missing (now it is PublicKey). So it is an HMAC of the public key
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   with the public key as a key.

   Version 1

   - Adds this section. ;)

   - Adds the following fields just before the 'Signature' field in all

   the extension messages:

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |  Sign Method  |H|         Reserved            |  Padd Length  |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                          Public Key                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                      Padding (optional)                       |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   - And adds these other fields just before the 'Signature of the new

   Lifetime' field in the RREQ-DSE extension message:

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   | Sign Method 2 |H|         Reserved            | Padd Length 2 |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                         Public Key 2                          |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                     Padding 2 (optional)                      |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   - Adds the section "11. Duplicated Address (DADD) Detected Message".

   - Adds the section "12. New Address (NADD) Notification Message".

   - Adds the section "13. New Address Acknowledgment (NADD-ACK)

   Message".

   - Adds some text at the end of the section "14.1. SAODV Signatures"

   to explain the new fields of the extension messages.

   - Adds the section "14.3. SAODV Delayed Verification of Signatures".

   - Adds the section "14.4. SAODV Key Management".

   - Removes the section "2.3. Key distribution".
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   - Other stuff I might be forgetting.
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1. Introduction

   The Simple Ad hoc Key Management (SAKM) is a key management system

   that allows to the nodes of an ad hoc network to use asymmetric

   cryptography with zero configuration. It is intended to be applied to

   MANET routing protocols that provide security features that require

   the use of asymmetric cryptography (like SAODV[1] and SDYMO[2]). SAKM

   messages will be sent through the same port as the routing protocol

   (be it SAODV, SDYMO, or some other).

   SAKM protects the non-mutable fields of the routing messages. It is

   assumed that mutable fields (like hop count) are protected by some

   other means.

2. Terminology

   This memo uses the conventional meanings [3] for the capitalized

   words MUST, SHOULD and MAY. It also uses terminology taken from the

   specification of IPSec [4].

3. Duplicated Address (DADD) Detected Message

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |     Type      |    Length     |H|          Reserved           |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                 Duplicated Node's IP Address                  |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                 Duplicated Node's Public Key                  |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Type         64

   Length       The length of the type-specific data, not including the

                Type and Length fields of the message in bytes.

   H            Half Identifier flag. If it is set to '1' indicates the

                use of HID and if it is set to '0' the use of FID.

   Reserved     Sent as 0; ignored on reception.

   Duplicated Node's IP Address

                The IP Address of the node that uses a Duplicated IP

                Address.
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   Duplicated Node's Public Key

                The Public Key of the node that uses a Duplicated IP

                Address.

4. New Address (NADD) Notification Message

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |     Type      |    Length     |          Reserved             |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |  Sign Method  |H|         Reserved            |  Padd Length  |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                        Old Public Key                         |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                      Padding (optional)                       |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   | Sign Method 2 |H|         Reserved            | Padd Length 2 |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                       New Public Key                          |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                     Padding 2 (optional)                      |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                    Signature with Old Key                     |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                    Signature with New Key                     |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Type         65

   Length       The length of the type-specific data, not including the

                Type and Length fields of the message in bytes.

   Reserved     Sent as 0; ignored on reception.

   Signature Method ... Padding

                The same than in RREQ (Single) Signature Extension.

                Corresponds to the 'Signature with Old Public Key'

                signature.

   Signature Method 2 ... Padding 2

                The whole block of fields is repeated. Corresponds to
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                the 'Signature of the New Public Key' signature.

   Signature with Old Key

                The signature (with the old key) of the all the fields

                in the routing message that are before this field. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.

   Signature with New Key

                The signature (with the new key) of the all the fields

                in the routing message that are before this field. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.

5. New Address Acknowledgment (NADD-ACK) Message

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |     Type      |    Length     |          Reserved             |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                        Old IP Address                         |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                        New IP Address                         |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |  Sign Method  |H|         Reserved            |  Padd Length  |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                          Public Key                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                      Padding (optional)                       |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Signature                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Type         66

   Length       The length of the type-specific data, not including the

                Type and Length fields of the message in bytes.

   Reserved     Sent as 0; ignored on reception.

   Old IP Address

                The old IP address.
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   New IP Address

                The new IP address.

   Signature Method ... Padding

                The same than in RREQ (Single) Signature Extension.

   Signature    The signature of the all the fields in the routing

                message that are before this field. This field has

                variable length, but it must be 32-bits aligned.

6. Encoding of Public Key and Signature

   Encoding of each of the components of Public Key will be done in the

   following manner unless stated otherwise:

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                   Reserved                    |    Length     |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                             Value                             |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Reserved     Sent as 0; ignored on reception.

   Length       The length of the Value field, (not including the Length

                and Reserved fields) in 32-bit units.

   Encoding of the Signature will be done in the following manner unless

   stated otherwise:

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |  Hash F Sign  |           Reserved            |    Length     |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                             Value                             |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Hash F Sign  The hash function used to compute the hash that will be

                signed. Because, typically you don't want to sign the

                whole message, you sign a hash of the message.

   The other fields work just like the ones of the encoding of the
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   components of Public Key.

   This is the list of possible values of the 'Hash F Sign' field:

                Hash F Sign  Hash length     Value

                ===========  ===========     =====

                RESERVED     -               0

                MD2          (128 bit)       1

                MD5          (128 bit)       2

                SHA1         (160 bit)       3

                SHA256       (256 bit)       4

                SHA384       (384 bit)       5

                SHA512       (512 bit)       6

                Reserved     -               7-127

                Implementation

                dependent    -               128-255

   All the implementations MUST support the SHA1 option.

   MD2 is a relatively slow hash function, but I decided to include it

   anyway. About SHA512 and SHA384, somebody might argue that nowadays

   they generate a much longer hash that what it is needed. But I

   believe they will be needed in the future.

7. Signature Methods

   This is the list of possible values of the Signature Method field

   that MAY be included in the routing message (otherwise it is assumed

   to be RSA):

                RESERVED        0

                RSA             1

                DSA             2

                ElGamal         3

                Reserved        4-127

                Implementation

                dependent       128-255

   All the implementations MUST support the RSA option.

7.1. Signature Method #1 (RSA)

   Public Key is composed of:

                - Modulus (n)

                - Exponent (e)

   Signature is composed of:

                - Signature
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   Where all these components may be encoded in the standard way or in

   the following way:

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |Exp|                 Reserved                  |    Length     |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                            Modulus                            |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Reserved     Sent as 0; ignored on reception.

   Length       The length of the Modulus field, (not including the

                Length and Reserved fields) in 32-bit units.

   Exp          The Exponent (e):

                00      The components are encoded in the standard way.

                        The Exponent (e) will be specified after the

                        Modulus (n).

                01      Specifies that Exponent (e) is 65537 (2^16+1).

                10      Specifies that Exponent (e) is 17 (2^4+1).

                11      Specifies that Exponent (e) is 3.

   A message that uses any of these 'smartly chosen' exponents MUST

   include random padding (in the Padding field). There is no security

   problem with everybody using the same exponent.

7.2. Signature Method #2 (DSA)

   Public Key is composed of:

                - Pub_key_y (y = g^x mod p)

                - Prime (p)

                - Group_order (q)

                - Group_generator (g)

   Signature is composed of:

                - Signature

   Where all these components may be encoded in the standard way or in

   the following way:
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    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |P|Q|G|                Reserved                 |    Length     |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Pub_key_y                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Reserved     Sent as 0; ignored on reception.

   Length       The length of the Modulus field, (not including the

                Length and Reserved fields) in 32-bit units.

   P            Shared Prime (p) flag. If it is set to '1' indicates

                that Prime (p) is shared among the nodes of the network.

   Q            Shared Group_order (q) flag.

   G            Shared Group_generator (g) flag.

   After this block, the non shared values will be included in the usual

   order.

7.3. Signature Method #3 (ElGamal)

   Public Key is composed of:

                - Pub_key_y (y = g^x mod p)

                - Prime (p)

                - Group_generator (g)

   Signature is composed of:

                - Signature

   Where all these components may be encoded in the standard way or in

   the following way:

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |P|G|                 Reserved                  |    Length     |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Pub_key_y                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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   Reserved     Sent as 0; ignored on reception.

   Length       The length of the Modulus field, (not including the

                Length and Reserved fields) in 32-bit units.

   P            Shared Prime (p) flag. If it is set to '1' indicates

                that Prime (p) is shared among the nodes of the network.

   G            Shared Group_generator (g) flag.

   After this block, the non shared values will be included in the usual

   order.

8. Delayed Verification of Signatures

   The signatures in route requests and route replies will be verified

   after the node has forwarded the route reply. In this way

   transmissions of the route requests and replies occur without any

   kind of delay due to the verification of the signatures.

   Routes pending of verification will not be used to forward any

   packet. If a packet arrives for a node for which there is a route

   pending of verification.  The node will have to verify it before

   using that route. If the verification fails, it will delete the route

   and request a new one.

9. IP address generation

   The first part of this section describes the key management scheme to

   be used with IPv6.

   SAKM generates the IP addresses is very similar to the generation of

   SUCV (Statistically Unique and Cryptographically Verifiable)

   addresses [5].  SUCV addresses where designed to protect Binding

   Updates in Mobile IPv6. The main difference between SUCV and the

   method proposed in here is that SUCV addresses are generated by

   hashing an "imprint" in addition to the public key.  That imprint

   (that can be a random value) is used to limit certain attacks related

   to Mobile IP.

   In SAKM, the address can be a network prefix of 64 bits with a 64 bit

   SAKM_HID (Half IDentifier) or a 128 bit SAKM_FID (Identifier). These

   two identifiers are generated almost in the same way than the sucvHID

   and the sucvID in SUCV (with the difference that they hash the public

   key instead of an imprint):

   SAKM_HID = SHA1HMAC_64(PublicKey, PublicKey)
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   SAKM_FID = SHA1HMAC_128(PublicKey, PublicKey)

   This is the list of what is used as PublicKey depending on which

   Signature Method is used:

                Signature Method PublicKey

                ================ =========

                1 (RSA)          Modulus (n)

                2 (DSA)          Pub_key_y (y = g^x mod p)

                3 (ElGamal)      Pub_key_y (y = g^x mod p)

   There MAY be a flag in the routing message extensions (the 'H' flag)

   that will be set to '1' if the IP address is a HID and to '0' if it

   is a FID.  Otherwise it the underlying protocol MUST specify which of

   them uses.

   Finally, if it has to be a real IPv6 address, there is a couple of

   things that should be done [6].

   If HID is used, then the HID behaves as an interface identifier and,

   therefore, its sixth bit (the universal/local bit) should be set to

   zero (0) to indicate local scope (because the IP address is not

   guaranteed to be globally unique).

   And, if FID is used, then a format prefix corresponding to the MANET

   network should be overwritten to the FID. Format prefixes '010'

   through '110' are unassigned and would take only three bits of the

   FID. Format prefixes '1110' through '1111 1110 0' are also unassigned

   and they would take between 4 and 9 bits of the FID. All of these

   format prefixes required to have to have 64-bit interface identifiers

   in EUI-64 format, so universal/local bit should be set to zero (0).

   The length of an IPv4 address is probably too short to provide the

   statistically uniqueness that this scheme requires when the number of

   nodes is very big.  Nevertheless, if the number of nodes is assumed

   to be low, (let's say, under 100 nodes) it is not very unrealistic to

   expect that  the statistically uniqueness property will hold.

   The SAKM IPv4 address will have a network prefix of 8 bits and a

   SAKM_4ID (IPv4 Identifier). The network prefix can be any number

   between 1 and 126 (both included) with the exception of 14, 24 and 39

   (see RFC3330). The network prefix 10 can only be used if it is

   granted that it will not be connected to any other network (RFC1918).

   The SAKM_4ID will be the first bits of the SAKM_HID and the 'H' flag

   will be set.
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9.1. Duplicated IP Address Detection

   If a node 'A' receives a routing message that is signed by a node 'B'

   that has the same IP address than one of the nodes for which 'A' has

   a route entry (node 'C'), it will not process normally that routing

   message. Instead, it will inform 'B' (sending to it a Duplicated

   Address (DADD) Detected message) that it is using a duplicated IP and

   it will prove it by adding the public key of 'C' (so 'B' can verify

   the truthfulness of the claim).

   When the node 'B' receives a DADD message that indicates that

   somebody else has the same IP address than itself (or it realizes

   about it by itself), it will have to generate a new pair of

   public/private keys. After that, it will derive its IP address from

   its public key and it MIGHT inform to all the nodes it finds relevant

   (through a broadcast) of which is its new IP address with an special

   message (New Address (NADD) Notification message) that contains: the

   two IP addresses (the old and the new ones) and the two public

   signatures (old and new) signed with the old private key and, all

   this, signed with the new private key. This unicast MIGHT be answered

   with the New Address Acknowledgment (NADD-ACK) Message by the

   receiver if it verifies that everything is in order.

   After this, the node will generate a route error message for his old

   IP address. Its propagation will delete the route entries for the old

   IP address and, therefore, eliminate the duplicated addresses. This

   route error message may have a message extension that tells which is

   the new address. In this way, the nodes that receive the routing

   message can already create the route to the new IP address.

10. Security Considerations

   Although it is true that there is no way to preclude a node of

   inventing many identities, that cannot be used to create an attack

   against the routing algorithm.

   Delayed verification makes possible that a malicious node creates

   invalid route requests that could flood the network. But, the same

   malicious node can flood the network with perfectly valid route

   requests. And there would be no easy way to know if it is trying to

   flood the network or if it is just trying to see if any of its friend

   nodes are present in the network (for instance).

   An attacker cannot forge a public/private key pair from an IP address

   so the identity token becomes the IP address itself.
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11. Modifications of the draft

   Version 0

   - This draft describes the key management system that was contained

   in the SAODV draft till its version 04.
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1. Introduction

   SDYMO is an extension of the DYMO[1] routing protocol that protects

   the route discovery mechanism providing security features like

   integrity and authentication. It uses digital signatures to

   authenticate the non-mutable fields of the messages, and hash chains

   to secure the hop count information contained in the Routing Block

   Hop Count (RBHopCnt).

   The way SDYMO secures DYMO is very similar compared to the way

   SAODV[2] secures AODV[3]. The reader might find useful to read the

   existing drafts and papers about SAODV.

   SDYMO can use the Simple Ad hoc Key Management (SAKM)[4] as a key

   management system.

2. Overview

   The solution presented in this paper is an extension of the DYMO

   protocol mainly by using new extension messages. In these extension

   messages there is a signature of the DYMO packet with the private key

   of the original sender of the Routing message (not of the

   intermediate nodes that just forward it).

   When RREQ is sent, the sender signs the message. Intermediate nodes

   verify the signature before creating or updating a reverse route to

   that host. And only if the signature is fine they store the reverse

   route. The final destination node signs the RREP with its private

   key. Intermediate and final nodes, again verify the signature before

   creating or updating a route to that host, also storing the signature

   with the route entry.

   Every node, generating or forwarding a RERR message, uses digital

   signatures to sign the whole message and any neighbor that receives

   verifies the signature.

   The hop counts are authentified by using a hash chain.

   TTLs and 'I' flags are not signed.

3. Terminology

   This memo uses the conventional meanings [5] for the capitalized

   words MUST, SHOULD and MAY. It also uses terminology taken from the

   DYMO specifications.
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4. Routing Element (RE) Signature Extension

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |     Type      |    Length     | Hash Function | Max Hop Count |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Top Hash                            |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |  Sign Method  |H|         Reserved            |  Padd Length  |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                          Public Key                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                      Padding (optional)                       |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Signature                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                             Hash                              |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Type         64

   Length       The length of the type-specific data, not including the

                Type and Length fields of the extension in bytes.

   Hash Function

                The hash function used to compute the Hash and Top Hash

                fields.

   Max Hop Count

                The Maximum Hop Count supported by the hop count

                authentication.

   Top Hash     The top hash for the hop count authentication. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.

   Signature Method

                The signature method used to compute the signatures.

   H            Half Identifier flag. If it is set to '1' indicates the

                use of HID and if it is set to '0' the use of FID.
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   Reserved     Sent as 0; ignored on reception.

   Padding Length

                Specifies the length of the padding field in 32-bit

                units. If the padding length field is set to zero, there

                will be no padding.

   Public Key   The public key of the originator of the message. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.

   Padding      Random padding. The size of this field is set in the

                Padding Length field.

   Signature    The signature of the all the fields in the DYMO message

                that are before this field but the Hop Count field. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.

   Hash         The hash corresponding to the actual hop count. This

                field has variable length, but it must be 32-bits

                aligned.

5. RERR Signature Extension

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |     Type      |    Length     |           Reserved            |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |  Sign Method  |H|         Reserved            |  Padd Length  |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                          Public Key                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                      Padding (optional)                       |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Signature                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Type         65

   Length       The length of the type-specific data, not including the

                Type and Length fields of the extension in bytes.

   Reserved     Sent as 0; ignored on reception.
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   Signature Method ... Padding

                The same than in RBlock Signature Extension.

   Signature    The signature of the all the fields in the DYMO message

                that are before this field. This field has variable

                length, but it must be 32-bits aligned.

6. UERR Signature Extension

    0                   1                   2                   3

    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

                     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                 ... |  Reserved   |     Type      |    Length     |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |  Sign Method  |H|         Reserved            |  Padd Length  |

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                          Public Key                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                      Padding (optional)                       |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   |                           Signature                           |

    ...                                                         ...

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Type         66

   Length       The length of the type-specific data, not including the

                Type and Length fields of the extension in bytes.

   Signature Method ... Padding

                The same than in RBlock Signature Extension.

   Signature    The signature of the all the fields in the DYMO message

                that are before this field. This field has variable

                length, but it must be 32-bits aligned.

7. SDYMO Operation

   This section describes how SDYMO allows to authenticate the DYMO

   routing data. Two mechanisms are used to achieve this: hash chains

   and signatures.

7.1. SDYMO Signatures

   When calculating signatures, Hop Count field is always zeroed,

   because it is a mutable field.
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   When a node receives a RE, first verify the signature. Only if the

   signature is verified, it process the message.If a node receives a RE

   without a Signature Extension it SHOULD drop it.

   Every node, generating or forwarding a RERR message, uses digital

   signatures to sign the whole message and any neighbor that receives

   verifies the signature. In this way it can verify that the sender of

   the RERR message is really the one that claims to be. And, since

   destination sequence numbers are not singed by the corresponding

   node, a node SHOULD never update any destination sequence number of

   its routing table based on a RRER message.

   Although nodes will not trust destination sequence numbers in a RERR

   message, they will use them to decide whether they should invalidate

   a route or not.

   UERR messages SHOULD be authentified by using the UERR Signature

   Extension.

   SAKM specifies the list of possible values of the Signature Method

   field and how public keys and signatures are encoded en the extension

   messages.

7.2. SDYMO Hash Chains

   Hash chains are used in SDYMO to authenticate the hop count of the

   RBlocks (not only by the end points, but by any node that receives

   one of those messages).

   Every time a node wants to send a RREQ or a RREP it generates a

   random number (seed). Selects a Maximum Hop Count. Maximum Hop Count

   SHOULD be set to the TTL value in the IP header, and it SHOULD never

   exceed its configuration parameter NET_DIAMETER. The Hash field in

   the Signature Extension is set to the seed. The Top Hash field is set

   to the seed hashed Max Hop Count times.

   Every time a node receives a RE it verifies the hop count by hashing

   Max Hop Count - Hop Count times the Hash field, and checking that the

   resultant value is the same than the Top Hash. If the check fails,

   the node SHOULD drop the packet.

   Before forwarding a RE, a node hashes one time the Hash field in the

   Signature Extension.

   The function used to compute the hash is set in the Hash Function

   field. Since this field is signed, a forwarding node will only be

   able to use the same hash function that the originator of the routing

   message has selected. If an node cannot verify or forward a routing
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   message because it does not support the hash function that has been

   used, then it drops the packet.

   The list of possible values of the Hash Function field are the same

   as the one for the hash functions used for the signature ('Hash F

   Sign') that are specified in SAKM.

8. Adaptations to DYMO that are needed

   Routing Elements (REs) MUST have only one Routing Block (RB).

   DYMO does not let intermediate node to originate a RREP, which makes

   things easier for SDYMO.

9. Modifications of the draft

   Version 1

   Not yet.
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